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Abstract 

This paper presents a general approach and specific aspects of  the ',aluation o f  P/C Insurers. 
It combines corporate finance, the economics of  P/C Insurers, and actuarial versus financial 
viev, s. Although the primary purpose o f  the paper is to investigate the acquisition va]uation 
o f  P/C Insurers, its conclusions are applicable to other areas as well. 

We discuss strategic aspects such as the purpose o f  valuation, moti~,.ation for acquisitions, 
status quo valuation, valuation o f  synerg3, valuatnon o f  control, ~,aluation of embedded (real) 
oplions, and so forlh. 

We introduce the main valuation methods and their applications to the P,'C Insurance 
Industry. We develop the application o f  the EVA-based valuation approach. We examine the 
accounting versus the economic approach, the determination o f  Net Asset Value, Cost o f  
Capital, cash flow projeclion, scenarno testing ~,ersus stochastic analysis, the inputs o f  cash 
flow modeling, sensitivi~' anal~,sis, the valuation o f  embedded options, and so on A special 
focus will b~ limitalions o f  the valuation, including critical analysis o f  key assumptions. 

The appendix includes a case stud)' of the acquisition of a P/C insurer from the Central / 
Eastern European region (CEE). Practical aspects of experience with the CEE are presented. 
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!. Introduction 

The assessment of the value of P¢C Insurance Companies represents one of the traditional 
tasks of actuaries. The subjects interested in this issue range from investors, through 
company management to regulator).' bodies and rating agencies. The particular interests of 
an) of those parties determine the respective ~.aluation objective. The valuation might be 
performed due to M&A purpose, internally as a base for an adequate risk and financial 
management or as a financial assessment executed by regulators and rating agencies. 

This paper presents a general approach and specific aspects of the valuation of P,'C Insurers. 
It combines corporate finance• the economics of P/C Insurers. and actuarial versus financial 
views. The paper balances the theoretical and practical aspects. Although the primary 
purpose of the paper is to investigate the acquisttion valuation of P~C Insurers, tts conclusions 
are applicable to other areas as ~.ell. 

We are not restricted to a precise and complex ~.aluation model x,,ith all possible actuarial and 
financial inputs. The success of a valuation model is not determined by its complexity'. 
Valuation should be based primarily on the investor's point of vie,,,,,. Logic and a manager's 
intuition pla). a substantial role. Decomposition of an acquisition price may make it more 
acceptable. The application of other valuation methods is beneficial to confirm acqutsitton 
price. 

The first section contains key features of the economics of P/C Insurers with respect to 
relevance and implications for valuation. In the next section, v,,e distinguish between strategic 
and actuarial/financial aspects. Here, ',,,,e discuss strategic aspects such as the purpose of 
valuation, motivation for acquisitions, status quo valuation, valuation of synergy, ~,aluation of 
control• valuation of embedded (real) options, and so forth. Thirdl), ,.,,e describe valuation 
methods of Corporate Finance and tts application to P/C Insurance 

The core of the paper, Section 5.2. shifts to the actuarial and financial aspects of the valuation 
process. We examine the application of an EVA-based valt~ation to P/C Insurers, the 
accounting versus the economic approach, the determination of Net Asset Value, Cost of 
Capital. cash flov+ projection, scenario testing versus stochastm analysis, the inputs of cash 
flo~.', modeling, sensiti,, it).' analysis, the valuation of embedded options, and so on. 

A special focus ,.,,ill be limitations of the valuation, including critical anabsis  of key 
assumptions. Identification of key value drivers in the actuarial and financial assumptions 
and a detailed sensitivity analysis are necessan.'. Scenario testmg is used in cash flow 
projections because of a possible information deficit of parameters. 

The appendix includes a case stud), of the acquisition of a P/C insurer from the Central ,' 
Eastern European region (CEE). Practical aspects of experience with the CEE are presented. 
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2. Economics of P/C Insurance and Consequences for 
Valuation 

In th~s section, we recall key theoretical fundamentals for the basis of  P/C insurance. We 
highlight significant principles for the basis of  the P,C valuation. 

The common features o f  financial institutions may be seen in the mix o f  asset and risk 
transformation. We make the follov..ing hypothesis based on the specific nature o f  risk and 
asset transformation. The financial institution's mix of  business and its position in the 
economy should be c learb  identified and reflected in the ,,aluation. 

Does this hypothesis mean that the valuation of  P,'C insurers and financial institutions are 
based on different principles than those applied to non-financial institutions? Insurers. as 
financial intermediaries, pla3. a substantial role in market economies• There is no substantial 
difference between P."C insurance companies and non-financial firms v, ilh respect to 
o~,,.nership. The majorib '  of  P/C insurers operate as joint-stock companies. This fact 
determines Ihe objective from the im.estor's point o f  ,,ie',,.. According to the traditional 
microeconomic approach, both P/C insurers and other non-financial firms run their business 
with the objecti ' ,e of  maximizing shareholder value. 

This starting assumption !mplies thai the P..'C ,,aluation should be based on general valuation 
principles developed in corporate financeL This requirement is in line with the im.estor's 
point of  view. We discuss the implication in Section 4. The next step takes the specifics o f  
the insurer into consideration. ',,.ith respect to their role in the econom~ and the nature o f  the 
insurance business• We do this in order to correctly appl3 ,~aluation principles• 

We identif) specifics of  the PIC insurance industn' ,,,.ith substantial consequences for 
valuation. 

I) The stochastic nature of the insurance process 
Key stochastic ~.ariables include number of  claims, claim amounts,  claims occurrence, and 
payoff  patterns. The valuation model should take this uncertainb into account. For 
actuarial apphcations,  stochastic analysis or deterministic scenario testing and sensitivib' 
analysis may be used. 

2) The long-term nature of the insurance business 
This aspect is closel.~ related to the previous one. The time horizon o f  cash outflow to 
settle incurred claim events can range from months to decades. Ac[uaries cannot rel~, 
exceptionally on accounting statements, v,h~ch by definition represent a short-term and 
retrospective point o f  viev.. The ~,aluation o f  PtC insurers should take a prospective and 
long-term vie~,s. 

3) The specific structure of the insurer's assets and liabilities 

i The valuallOn principles are the same ~halcter compan.v is concerned See Damodaran A. The dark side of 
~.alualion: '.alton 8 old lech. ne'.,. Itch. and ne'.~, econom.', companies: Prentice Han . 20111. p 454 ••Three 
fundamentals determine the ~.alue or a business a firm's capacity to generate cash I1o'~. from e,lStlfl~ 
in'.eslmems, the e,pected ~o'¢.th in these ca,,,h Ilov, s o,.er lime. and the uncerlainl~ whether or not cash I'1o',~. 
::ill be Lzenerated zn the first place '" 
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The specific structure of insurance assets and liabilities with respect to maturity, degree of 
risk, uncertaint)., and liqmdit3' are of key importance for both NAV determination and 
cash flow projection 

4) Marke t  imperfections 
Market imperfections lead to an understanding of the information asymmetry bet~een the 
insurer and its clienls, the existence of moral hazard, adverse selecnon, and the negati~.e 
consequences of bankruptcy. All of these items justif') the existence of state regulation. 

5) Stale regulation 
The statutory sob, one) requLrements must be full) reflected in the ,~aluation process. An 
example is seen in adjustments to NAV determination. 

6) Rating Agencies 
Appraisals and reports performed by rating agencies have a substantial influence on how 
investors and the general public view the company. The agencies are a source of 
information for the valuation process, mainly in appreciating the adequac) of the 
acquisition price. 

7) Dependence on the legal environment 
Besides the economic aspects c,f risk transfer, any insurance contract involves legal 
aspects as well. The long-term nature of insurance is substantially affected by certain 
long-term liabilities such as products liability and environmental claims. Future judicial 
decisions should be considered in the stress testing the valuation model. 

8) Dependence on macroeconomic development 
The greater the time dela) inherent in the insurance process, tile more sensiti~e the 
compan) 's  results on ke) macroeconomic variables such as inflation, interest rates. GDP 
growth, stock market developments, and so on. Sensitivity testing is used to model 
various scenarios of future economic development. Stress testing models extreme cases. 

To summarize, the long-term nature of insurance, its stochastic character, information 
as)mmetry, the close connection to macroeconomic developments, and dependenc~, on state 
regulation introduce a substantial amount of uncertainly and complexit), to the valuation. We 
stress that a "long-term prospective approach must balance the inputs from accounting 
statements, ,,,.h~ch represent a short-term view. An economic approach balances the actuarial 
and financial tools. Neglecting an)' of these points in the valuation may lead to misleading 
assumptions ,.qth a substantial impact on decision making. 
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3. The Acquisition Valuation Process of a P/C Insurer 

3.1. Strategic Issues 

In this section, we briefl) describe the theory of the strategic aspects of the acquisition 
valuation. 
Certain strategic issues should be addressed before starting the valuation modeling. Factors 
such as motivation, expectation, restrictions, and psychological tears are more qualitative than 
quantitative. They are difficult to quanti~' but are at least implicitly considered in the model. 
The valuation process consists of two interconnected parts: 

I. Strategic 
It is the task of  a manager to analyze the motives o f  an acquisition, possible synergy and 
di~,ersification, control issues, impro~,ement o f  operational efficiencies b.~ managerial knov,- 
how via restructuring o f  an acquired finn, and the consideration o f  other strategic options. 
In this respect, actuaries and financial analysts are dependant on subjective managerial 
input. 

2. Actuarial/financial 
The valuation task is delegated to actuaries and financial analysts once the necessary 
strategic issues are analyzed. The correct valuation model is based on the managerial 
assumptions and inputs of the strateg3'. 

Strategic part •l Actuarial / financial part 

Valuation model 

Reconsideration of O u t p u t s  ., 
strategic assumptions 

Figure I : Valuation process of P/C Insurers  

The strategic issues below are a simplified summary of v, ays in v, hich actuaries and financial 
analysts depend on decision-makers. 

• Moti',es for an acquisition 
• Expected short, middle, and long-term impact on groxslh (sales, cross-selling) and 

profitability (economies of  scale) 
• Risks connected v, ilh the acquisition 
• Other expectations and aspects of lhe acquisitnon 
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3.2. Mo¢i,,ation for an Acquisition 

We distinguish the following basic mom.'es for acquisition of a PtC Insurer, based on 
Damoradan 's  classification 2. 

I. Excess Capilal of Acquiring Firms 
The posit~,e developments of  the stock markets at the end o r  the 1990's boosted the 
capital of  man.~ insurance companies and led to capital in excess of the economically 
needed le~.els. Managers.  tr2,. ing to find adequate m~.estment opportunities, have launched 
a v, ave of  M&A actis rues. If e',.cess capital '.'.ere the onl) motivation, the acquisition 
,,~,ould be ver2,.' risky as the inputs may be s~gnificantly overestimated. Excess capital as a 
moti~,ation is primarily determined by the demand-side, ~,,,hich ma~ automatically push the 
acquisition price to inadequate levels. 

2. Undervaluation of Target Firms 
The presumption here is the abili b o f  the acquiring company to recognize that firms are 
unden'alued b,. financial markets. Such abilit 3 suggests access to better information than 
is a',ailable to other iusestors in the market. We note that acceptance o f  this motive 
denies the validi b' o f  the efficient market hypothesis This acquisition mot~s,e suggests a 
speculati,,e investment, making a profit from the disparity in purchase price and sales 
price rather than a strategy. 

3. Synergy  
S~ nerg) is defined as the positive value-added b~ combining t~so firms. Many managers 
consider s vnerg2, as the primau., molb.e for M&A acti~.ities. Although it is a popular 
jusufication, man~ studies have shown thai ~ n e r g y  effects oflen overestimate the 
valuation. We should carefull~ analyze the extent to which synerg2, effects are adequate 
as inputs to the model Traditionall3, positi,.'e s snergy effects are distinguished by 
economies o f  scale (Ios,,er relati~.e costs) and grov, th s.~nerg~ (higher grosslh) in the 
following areas: 

• Distribution (cross-selling opportunities. E-business, tied agency networks) 
• Operations (the company ' s  infrastructure, IT-infrastructure, managerial know- 

how') 
• Unden,,'riting and claims settlement (expertise. good reputation) 
• Asset management  (kno,,s-ho~s) 

4. Diversif icat ion 
Diversification' reduces the s,olatiht) of  the compan.,. 's earnings. Together ,,sith synergy 
effects, di,,ers~fication is often mentioned, as a leading mouse lbr acquisition. The 
quantification of  diversification can be ve~ questionable. Ne~.ertbeless, sve idenlify areas 
'.,.here diversification benefits may be found: 

" See Damoradan A In'.eslmem Valuahon Tools and Techmque~, for Determining the Value of An~ Assel. 
John I.I.'dey and Sons. Inc.. 2002 
3 Tradltionall.'~. Ihere is a dRscusslon m Ih¢ flnanclal theory and pracuce as Io '.,.berber the dl'.ersiflcalion effects 
on lhe companies" level ~e neghgible or nol According IO the I'in[mclal tbeor~ based on the h:.pothesis of 
¢l']]clenl markets V~IIhouI an) trancacuorl costs, the di~er>ificatlon reduces onl.,, the compan~'-spccll]e risks. 
v,h~ch can be dr~erslfied b 3 im.'e.;lors creaung diversified m'.eslments portfolios Based on this. iI '.'.ould mean 
thai the contribution.r; resulting from the dl,.ersificmion ,;hould not be re',~.arded and Therefore '.alued on Ihe 
comp.]n.'*'~; le'.el in the aCqUlSiIion process. 
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• Extension ofan existing product offer 
• Sound portfoho structure (e.g. property ~s. liability products, reducing exposure 

in auto business) 
• Extending the base of existing clients 
• Creation of larger, homogenous portfolios 
• Cross-industry acquisition (other financial institutions such as life insurers or 

asset management firms) 
• Territory diversification (cross-border transactions) 

5. Effects of Control 
The effects of control include posiuve value-added from the restructuring of poorly 
managed firms. I f  there are easily identifiable operational deficiencies in the target 
company which can be improved in the short-term or middle-term future, the',' should be 
considered in the valuation. 

6. Managerial Self-Interest 
Besides the economic factors, there are psychological aspects stemming from the 
manager's incenhve to increase personal pov, er. 

7. Tax Considerations 
Tax considerations may be seen as a special case of s],nergy if the combined finn pa,,s 
less tax than the separate firms v, ould pay. As an example, a profitable firm ma,, acquire 
a firm with tax deducttble losses. 

8. Increased Market Power 
Market pov,.er depends on the concentration and competitiveness of  the insurance market. 
The higher the market power, the higher the possibili~' of  influencing market 
developments such as price. 

9. Regulation 
The acquisition may allow the combined firm to better meet statutor~ solvency 
requirements. This may be the case ,,*,.hen a ,,,,ell-capitalized compan) acquires a v~eaker 
company. 

10. Embedded Options 
The initial acquisition investment may include the option of future im.'estments. The 
initial investment is the necessary condition for exercising the option. Examples include 
expansion, entering nev, markets, or the sale of  nev,, products. Section 4.6 addresses real 
(embedded) options in more detail. 

A clear message should be that the nrethodologs' and results of  valuation modeling depend 
criticall.~ on an analysis ofacqmsition motives. In practice, there is a combination of motives. 
The analysis of  motivation may capture o'ther strategic issues. Excluding an anal)sis of 
motivation from the overall valuation analysis may result in misleading valuation 
assumptions 

3.3. Decomposition of the Valuation Process 
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We ma,, analyze the motP,'es of an acquisJtton once they are identified. Appropriate 
conclusions are made regarding the quantificauon of strategic valuation inputs and their 
incorporation into the model. Approprmte questions ma) be: 

• When to consider tile effects of s) nerg) 
• Hov, to evaluate s)nergy 
• R~sks inherent in synerg3' ,,aluation 
• Who should pay for the positi~,e added-value of synergy 
• What portion of the total acquisition price is the s.'.nerg) premium 
• What are the assumptions underbing synergb premium 

Similar questions may be asked for diverstfication, control effects, and real (embedded) 
opttons. 

Damodaran's classification (see (7)) suggests the follo'.ving decomposition of the valuation 
process to make the price determination transparent. 

The value of  a company V = VSQ + CP + SP + EO 

I. Status Quo Valuation (VsQ) 

The target company is valued according to current financial, actuarial, and business inputs 
as ,.','ell as managerial know-hov,. In other v, ords, we suppose there is no change in the 
compan) 's  operations. This first step provides a base from ,.,,hich the control and synergy 
premium is estimated. The ',ariable k"s 0 is the value of a compan) based on Status Quo 
Valuation. If the investment is speculat~.e and the motive is unde~'aluation, Vs.) is the 
maximum price to be paid. 

2. Valuatiou of  Control Premium (CP) 

The ~.alue of control premium is the difference be.t~,een the ~,alue of an optimall) managed 
firm and the value resulting from Status Quo Valuation: 

Control Premium (CP) = Value of an optimally managed firm - Vsc:. 

CP results from the right of the acquiring firm to take necessary steps in restructuring to 
improve the target company's operational efficiency. If the acquisition moti',e ts control, 
the acquiring company should be v, illing to pa) the value of control premium. 

3. Valuation of Synergy Premium (SP) 

SP represents the positive added-,,alue from combining tv, o firms and includes 
diversification premmm. Theoretically, synerg) premium (SP) is calculated as: 

S)ncr~ '  Premium (SP) = Value of the combined firms - Value of the target firm - Value of 
the Acquiring Firm 

SP is based on the presumplion that the ~,alue of the combined firms is greater than the sum 
of the values of the acquiring firm and target firm operating independentl) : 

V (A+B) > V (A) + Vt.B) 
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The acquiring compan.,,'s flexibilit3, in reaching the desired positive synerg.v effects 
determines the v.,illinbmess to pay the synergy premium. The acquiring company is less 
willing to pay the premium if it sees many possible targets affording the required synerlL~, 
effect. In other ',,,ords. the more flexibility you have, the less )ou need to pa.~. Note that it 
is also possible to reach the desired synerg3' effect by internal (organic) growth. The 
acquiring firm is not restricted to the acquisition of established entities. 

4. Valuation of Embedded Options (EO) 

The value of options to expand initial in~,estments via new markets or ne,,~, products, to 
postpone expansion, or to abandon projecws should be taken into consideration. Traditional 
d~scounted cash flow models do not consider the value of options '.,.hich are often embedded 
in investments. Section 4.6 discusses the ~,aluation of real (embedded) options in further 
detail. 

In general, there are two possible ~ays to consider the value of control / s3,nerg.v / 
diversification effects and real l embedded) options in the valuatton process. The easier v.a) 
is an implicit inclusion of underwriting, financial, operational, and other business inputs. 
The second wa) is to exclude these effects and model them separatel.~ as outlined abo',e. 
An explicit treatment enables us to better understand the impact of particular valuation 
assumptions and to analyze the adequac) of control / synerg3 / diversification weights on 
acquisition price. We ma) viev, explicit treatment as a more transparent and a safer ,~,.ay to 
re,new assumptions. Hov.ever, v.e must be a',,.are of certain d=fficulties. The 
decomposition approach may incorporate some inputs more than once. Its usefulness 
depends critically on the analyst 's abdity to explicitl) define inputs for each step of the 
proposed valuation process, without creating uncertain b by implementing speculati,,e 
inputs. 

3.4. Summa~,  

An)' valuation is, to a certain extent, a subjecti~,e task. Strategic inputs, v.h~ch describe soft 
terms such as expectations, are the subjectb, e factors. For this reason, the valuation stud.,. 
should emphasize all ke), strategic assumptions and their corresponding implications. 

The following are key outputs of the strategic process which must be pro,,ided to actuaries 
and financial analysts. 

• Expected growth rates for each product line 
• Improvements to operalions (cost cuttings) 
• Necessary im.'eslments for the operations 
• Cross-selling opportunities 
• S~nergy / diversification effects 
• Growth syner~'  
• Economies of scale 
• Embedded options in the acquisition 

Strategic inputs are criticall.~ influenced by the particular t ,ne  period o,.er which the valuat=on 
occurs. We strongl) recommend not considering the inputs as fixed because of this time 
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dependence. The preparalion of several scenarios or sensitivil)' analysis of  ke~ strategic 
inputs pro,,ides feedback to the decision makers. 
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4. Valuation Methods and Applications to the P/C Insurance 
lndust~' 

4.1. Introduction 

In this section, we introduce the main theoretical approaches to the ,,aluation of  companies. 
The valuation methods are very '.'+ell knov, n. see Damodaran (7). We discuss underlying 
principles in order to appl) them correctly. We discuss specifics in the application to P/C 
Insurance, including advantages and disad~,antages o f  each method. An o,.erview is justified 
in that an anal)st  does not rel.v solely on one method when valuing a compan.s. Other 
approaches are taken into consideration to confirm the range o f  poss=ble outcomes and to 
check the correctness of the valuation assumptions. 

The value of  a company is defined as the difference be~','een the '~alue of its assets and the 
value of  its liabilities. Tv.o basic questions arise. 

I. Identification o f  the terms of  the assets and liabilities 
2. Assigning values to particular assets and liabilities 

The identification task is to recognize all assets and liabilities. Assets represent future 
economic benefits resulting in cash inflows, v, hile liabilities represent future economic 
burdens resulting in cash outflows. A portfolio of  assets ranges from tangibles, such as 
buildings and equipment to intangibles, such as goody, ill. s trate~' ,  business opportunities, 
and employees. Questions to be asked are: 

• Which assets should be included m the valuation? 
• Hov. should intangible assets, such as the firm's abilil3.' to generate future profits 

(goodwill) be reflected? 
• Does flexibilit) in decision-making and other business opportumties (real options) 

constitute an asset? If so, u.hich conditions must be fulfilled prior to inclusion? 
• When should a liability be recognized'? 
• How should a potentml risk (liabilit2,.) be recognized? 
• Which leading principles should be follov, ed in the identification of assets and 

liabilities? 
• How should a conservative approach balance a probabihstic approach? 

One sees that the basic framev.ork o f  the identification task is crucial. Substantial uncertainly 
can arise from the identification process itself The second task then consists in assigning 
appropriate ~.alues to all assets and liabdities 

There are man) approaches to both tasks The ,,arious approaches, the valuation methods, are 
determined by under l )mg principles in identi~'ing and saluing assets and liabilities. We 
follow corporate financial theory to distinguish the following basic valuation methods. 

• Book ",alue approach 
• Stock market approach 
• Relative '~aluation 
• Discounted cash rio,,,, approach (DCF) 
• Option-pricing theory 
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To create a general framework, v,e recognize certain criteria by which ',,.e classif,, the 
', aluation methods. 
An),' valuation approach apphes these classification criteria to various extents. 

Prospectl~,e vs. retrospective approach 
Some ~,aluation methods, such as DCF, are based exclusi~,el.,, on the prospective 
valuation. A retrospective valuation, such as the book ,.alue approach, follows 
primaril) from past events. 

The source and character of the inputs 
Either the objecti','e or the subjective character of the valuation predominates. The 
former utilizes publicl) available data from accounting statements (book value 
approach) or the stock markets (stock market approach) On the other hand, cash flow 
projection ~DCF) is based predominantly on anal}sts' subjective assumptions about 
uncertain future. 

3. Accounting vs. an economic approach 
This aspect is closely related to the source and character of the inputs. The ,.aluation 
methods and applications vat,.' to the extent that the)' follow the accounting or the 
economic approach 

4. Underl.~ ing theory 
Another distinctive criterion is the analyst's degree of dependence on a particular 
financial theor).. We may follow a theor3 in its strict form. such as the efficient 
market h)pothesis or stock market approach. We may also include rules of thumb 
such as P/E ratios. There is alv, a3.s a particular financial theor), underlying a ~.aluation 
model. How rigorousl) it is applied depends on the anal)'st. 

In the following sections, we introduce tile principles of methodologies, modified forms of 
which are ",~.idel) used in practice. The intention is not to pro~,ide an extensive coverage of 
the field. We emphasize the aoplicabilit), and limitations of each method and related issues to 
be taken into consideration We focus on the application to P,'C Insurance. 

4.2. Book  V a l u e  A p p r o a c h  

The book value approach is the most straighffom'ard of the methods. Accounling statements 
are analyzed and adjustments are made to better reflect the market en~.ironment. The ,,alue of 
the company is deri,,ed by deducting the value of the liabilities from the value of the assets 

Value  = V a l u e  o f  asse t s  - Value  o f  Liabil it ies 

The ~ssue is ho',~, to value the particular items of assets and liabilities. It is advisable to make 
relevant market revaluations since an exclusive reliance on accounting prices does not give an 
adequate picture. In concrete terms with respect to P/C Insurers. ~t means pa)'ing special 
attention to the following items. We present more detail in the discussion of accounting 
principles ~,s. economic approach of Section 5.2 I 

• Financml investments (book ~,s. market values) 
• Goodwill (value of future business) 
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• Treatment of deferred acquisition costs (DAC) 
• Exclusion of assets which ha~,.e no connection to future business 
• Recei,,.ables from reinsurance and direct insurance 
• Claims reserses (reserve adequac,,, reserve discounting) 
• Unearned premium reserve (premium deficiencies) 
• Treatment of equalization and catastrophe resen'es 
• Tax considerations (taxes, deferred taxes) 
• Other market adjustments (cleaning of the balance sheet) 

The pros and cons of the book value approach ',,,ith respect to P/C Insurance are summarized 
as follov, s: 

("*-) Simplicity, clarity, transparency 
(+) Few assumptions as to future uncertainty are needed 
(-) Primarily based on accounting assumptions 
(-) A retrospective approach contradicts the long-term nature of the P,'C insurance 

business and the in',estors' point of ~, Jew 
(-) Accounting prices may not reflect a current market en', ironment 
(-) It may not consider the value of future profits and other intangible assets 

We find the largest disadvantage of the book ,,alue approach, with respect to the valuation of 
P.'C insurers, to be the focus on accounting statements as the primar), source of information. 
The book value approach is a static and retrospective approach. It contradicts the long-term 
nature of the P.'C insurance business and the investors' point of view. Market adjustments to 
relevant insurance assets and liabilities are a possible solution to this drav, back. Another 
disadvantage is that values of certain intangible assets, such as the value of future business. 
business opportunities, and strategic options are not considered. There is a risk that these 
assets may not be captured properly. 

Despite these objections, the book value approach is ,,videl~ utilized in practice and occupies a 
more or less important place in any acquisition study. We note that the principles of the 
approach are a basis for the determination of NAV and are the first component of an EVA- 
based valuation methodology. 

4.3. Stock ~,larkel Approach (Efficient Market Hypothesis) 

According to the stock market approach, the ~,alue of  a company ~s determined by the price at 
which its shares are being traded. .' 

Value = Number of shares * share price 

The number of shares is immediately available if we neglect special cases such'as  stock 
market programs for managers or emplo3ees Problems can occur with the approprmte 
selection of share price. Should we utilize the current price or an a',erage? What should the 
time horizon be for an average price'?. Anal)sts often prefer an average price over several 
months. There is no parlicular rule. It depends on the particular situation. 

The application of a stock market approach is the simplest approach. It has a ve~ strong 
theoretical background, the efficient market hypothesis. It implicitly assumes that the markets 
are efficient and that market price represents an unbiased estimate of true ,,alue. The 
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pioneering work in this field '.,.'as performed b3' E.F. Fauna (I 5) The theory is based on many 
restrictive assumptuons distnnguishing strong, semi-strong, and v, eak forms of market 
eMciency but has far-reaching consequences for valuation. In an efficient market, the 
expected return from an3, investment will be consistent in the long-term v, ith the associated 
risk of thai investment. The exlent to '~bich v,e accept the ,,alidil2. " of an efficient market 
h!pothesis v, ill influence several steps of our valuation (e.g determinatnon of terminal value 
and projected ROE vs. CoC). 

The strict underl.,,ing assumptions of the h3'pothesis suggest there are risks inherent in the 
application of the method. Firstly. u.e must carefully analyze to ",',bat e',.tent the assumptions 
are fulfilled Are the markets reall3' efficient? If not, to ,..,hat extent can v.e rely on the 
nnformation provided b3' a stock exchange? We must consider hov. share prices are 
determined and vshich factors influence the price-determinatnon process. Several 
psychological effects lead to over-,~alued or under-valued shares. 

The analysis of adequate share price represents a substantial part of nm.estors" decision 
making Recent de~.elopments in the stock markets show that there is a tendency to 
substantiall) overestimate the ,.aluation inputs at "'good times" and underestinnate the inputs at 
• "bad times" Howe~.er, the phenomenon of over- / under-,.aluation is not a concern limited to 
the application of a stock market approach to valuation. If im, estors" expectations are too 
optimistic or pessimistic, it ',~,ill probabl) influence the assumptions of other valuation 
methods as ~,,ell. Ne~.ertheless, ,.,.hat matters is that ex-anle anal3"sis of share price adequacy 
be a key objective v.ben utuhzing the stock market approach. 

The pros and cons of the stock market approach are summarized as follows: 

t+) It is the simplest approach 
(+) Objeclix it3' in the application of publicl.~ available inputs 
(+) No valuation assumptions are needed, other than valndnb' of the efficient market 

hypothesis 
(-) It relnes exclusivel3' on the efficient market h)pothesis 
(-) The strong assumptions of the efficient market hypothesis are not fulfilled in practice 
(-) The share price ma3" not reflect the compan,, "s long-term perspective 
(-) Uncertainly' as to hov. share prices are determined 
(-) Related issues of under- ' over-~.aluatnon ofshare price 

The share price alone is rarely an adequate basis for valuation. There are man) risks resulting 
from the xeD strong assumplnons of the theoD. Hov.ever, the share price is a signnficant 
price =ndicator in any acquisition ~,aluation process and is usually the outgoing (minimum) 
price for negotiations, above v, hicb the acquisntmn prnce is determnned. 

4.4. Relative Valuation 

Although ,.~.e tr3' If de',clop a sophnsticated valuation model, in reality the prices of most 
assets are detemlined in tile market by a comparnson to prices of similar assets. In a qunck 
valuation, most analysts ',',ill probably utilize the principles of relative ,,aluation. In relati~,e 
*,alualion, the value of Company A is derived from the value of a comparable Company B or 
a set of comparable firms, a peer group. The relative ~.aluation methodology utilizes standard 
~.ariables such as earnings, book ~.alue, profits, and sales We define a relative measure or 
multiple to be the ratio of value or price to a standardnzed *.ariable. 
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(Value of Company A / standardized variable of Company A) = (Value of Company B / 
standardized variable of Company B) = Relative Measure (Multiple) 

4.4. I. Gene ra l  Overview of  Relative Measures 

In fact, there is an unlimited range o f  possible relative measures. The only condition for a 
relative measure is that ~t be economically rele'.ant and justifiable for the particular case. The 
following measures predommate. 

I. Earnings multiples 
The value of  an asset is related to the cash flow it generates. An example is the price- 
earnings ratio (P/E), which expresses the share price (P) to current or expected 
earnings per share (EPS). 

P 
P/E = - -  

EPS 

2. Book Value multiples. 
An example is the price-book value ratio (PIBV) obtained by divtding the share price 
(P) by the book value of  equity per share (BV). 

P 
P / B V  = - - .  

B I , '  

3 .  Revenue multiples 
The share price or ',alue of  a company may be related to revenue or sales as a measure 
of  business ' ,olume. Often utilized is the price-sales ratio (P/S), where market value 
per share is divided by revenues per share (S). 

P 
P/S = - - .  

S 

4.4.2. P/C Insurance Industry Specific Relative Measures 

All three o f  the above categories are seen in the P/C insurance industry. Sales ratios express 
the value o f  a company as a multiple o f  gross v, ritten premium or net written premium. P/E 
ratios and book value ratios are also used. 

Note that PIE ratios and book value ratios are determined from accounting quantities such as 
earnings and book ,,alue of  equi b .  Accounting principles serve as a first approximation o f  
compan)  value. Premium, as the denominator o f  sales or revenue ratios, is not as dependent 
on accounting rules. Man) practitioners prefer sales ratios. 

We demonstrate the application o f  relati'+e ',aluation by means of  a decomposition which 
relates value to premium This procedure reveals tile implicit assumptions underl) ing a gl,,en 
relative measure. For s implicib,  denote premium b) P, not to be confused with tile same 
abbreviation for price. We express compan~ ~,alue (V) as related to premium (P). We do not 
distinguish between gross and net premium. 

Consider a group of peer companies ',,.ith ratio V'P The task at hand consists of tv,  o parts: 
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• Determine a V/P ratio for the valuated company based on a peer group analysis 
• Anal)ze the underlying assumptions 

Decomposition of  the V/P ratio into relevant driving factors makes this a feasible task In the 
first step, v.e suppose that the value V, as determined by the (V/P) ratio, corresponds to the 
sum of  discounted values of  future cash flows or profits. In other words, we utilize the DCF 
approach. Ifv, e replace cash flo',vs by profits, assume that all profits are to be distributed, and 
suppose an infinite time horizon with stable profits, the ,~alue is gi~.en in perpetuib b) the 
form: 

V = Profit / CoC (4. I ) 

where. CoC = cost ofcapttal  
Profit = expected profit at time t = I. 

For the sake ofs impl ic ib ,  the profit ' ,ariable is defined as follou, s: 

Profit = P - L - C ÷ IR (4.2) 

where: P = premium 
L = claims 
C = COSTS 
IR = in,~estmenl result. 

V = Profit / CoC = ( P -  L -  C + IR) / CoC. 

Substituting equation (4.3) into the V,'P ratio, ,~,'e obtain: 

(4.3) 

V , ' P =  I • __Pr° f i t  _ I . P - L - C + I R  _ I * ( I - L , , ' P - C , ' P + I I L , ' P ) .  ( 4 . 4 )  
CoC P CoC P CoC 

The sum (L/P + C/P) is the combined ratio. We further define the investment result (IR) as 
the product of rnvestment yield (IY) and the state of  the in,,estment portfolio (I). 

IR = I • R. (4.5) 

The im, estment portfolio (I) as a percentage o f  premium (P) is knov.n by the term asset 
leverage (AL). 

A L  = I ,  P. (4.6) 

Substituting the relationships (4.51 and (4.6) into equation (4.4), v,e obtain: 

I 
V.P=  *[(I  - combined ratio) + A L"IY). (4.7) 

CoC 

How do ,,*,e interpret this equation? It is derb.ed from the equilibrium relationship betv, een 
relative measure (V/P) and the value determined by the DCF approach. We lhereb) express 
the V.P ratio in relation to: 
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• CoC (a measure of investment risk) 
• Combined ratio (a result ofthe underwriting) 
• Investment yield (a result of im, estment) 
• Asset leverage (a measure of t ime dela~ in the insurance process, a function of product 

mix)  

Based on this ratio decomposition, v.e better understand the assumptions underl~.ing a gi,,en 
relative measure. The decomposition also elucidates structural differences among companies 
including portfolio structure, combined ratio, and average time delay of insurance processes. 
Complicating factors include growth in profits and retained profits but the principles in a 
more complicated analysis v.ould be the same. 

We illustrate this t3pe of ratio decomposition with some real figures. We extend equation 
(4.1) by a parameter representing growth rate of profit. If profit is assumed to grow at a flat 
rate of g% over an infinite time horizon, the DCF approach yields a value (V) given b~ : 

V - Profit for g = gro',~,ah rate of profit. (4.8) 
C o C - g  

Equation (4.7) is modified accordingly: 

I.," I 
- -  * [( I - combined ratio) + AL*IY). (4.9) 

P CoC - g 

A rule of thumb v~idely used by practttioners is that the value of an insurance company moves 
in the range of 1:3 times annual premium. Based on equation (4.9), ~s'e explore this rule of 
thumb v, ith respect to changing combined ratio and grov, lh rate of profit. The other 
parameters remain fixed. 

V I P  ra t io  in d e p e n d e n c e  o n  c o m b i n e d  ra t io  a n d  g r o w t h  ra te  o f  p r o f i t s  

VIP = [1 / (CoC - g)l " [(1 - combined ratio) + AL'IY), where: 
V/P Value (V) as related to prem=um (P) 
CoC Cost of Capital 
G Growth rate of profits 
AL Asset leverage (I / P) 
IY Investmenl yield 

Assumptions: Parameters: 
CoC 9% Combined rat. 
IY 5% Growth (g) 
AL 2.0 

95% 96% 97% 98% 99% 100% 101% 102% 103% 104% 105% 

5% 3,75 3.50 3.25 3,00 2,75 2.50 2.25 2.00 1.75 1,50 1.25 

4% 3,00 2.80 2.60 2.40 2.20 2.00 1.80 1.60 1.40 1.20 1.00 
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3% 2,50 2.33 2.17 2.00 1.83 1.67 1.50 1.33 1,17 1.00 o.83 I 
2% 2.14 2.00 1.86 1,71 1.57 1.43 1.29 1.14 1.00 0.86 0.711 
1% 1.88 1.75 1.63 1,50 1.38 1.25 1.13 1.00 0.88 0.75 0.63 I 
0% 1.67 1.56 1.44 1.33 1.22 1.11 1.00 0.89 0.78 0.67 0.561 

I 
Under the assumptions of this simplified model, the V/P ratio of 3 corresponds to either a 5% 
growth rate and 98% combined ratio or a 4% grov, lh rate and 95% combined ratio Although 
reD' simple, this type of scenario anal)sis provides very strong conclusions concerning the 
implicit valuation assumptions. 

What mailers in a relali~,e measure is the set of assumptions. The assumptions are the same in 
the DCF approach, all cash flow components of the profit, gro~,sth in profits as a cash flov., 
and risk. The decomposition expresses the assumptions in a transparent, explicit form. 

The application of relative valuation is a simple but good rule of thumb for the appreciation of 
value adequac), enabling us to restrict the range of possible outcomes. However. there are 
dangers. What are the main risks of the method? The method of relating one firm's value to 
that of a comparable firm b) means of one financml parameter is simplistic. This assumption 
is made in retail industries w=th relative ease. An application of the assumption to P/C 
Insurers omits key structural differences. 

• Product m~x 
• Risk profile 
• Compan) size 
• Differences in distributmn channels, target audience, and organizational infrastructure 
• Differences in life cycles 

Additionally, the method automaticall) assumes that the ,,alue of the other compan2r is 
"'correct". For these reasons, v,e ad',ise a decomposition of the relative measure to get an 
explicit set of assumptions concerning profilability, gro~,th in profitability, and risk. 

Tile advantages and disadvantages of relatke ~,aluation are summarized as l'ollo~,s: 

(+) Quick and quite simple calculation 
(+) Restricted number of explicit ~,aluation assumptions 
(-) Hidden valuation assumptions 
(-) Possibl.,. difficulties in finding comparable firms 
(-) Inherent assumptions regarding the "'correct" value of comparable firms 
(-) Appropriateness (economic rele~.ance) of tile relati~.e measure for the determination of 

value 

As an exclusive measure lbr the P,'C IndustD, the relative measure approach is simplif)ing 
and thus ver). dangerous. It omits structural differences. We theretbre strongly emphasize the 
anal) sis of hidden ,,aluation assumptions. Its simphcity allows the use of the measure as an 
additional method supporting the basic and more sophisticated valuation model. 

4.5. Discounted Cash Flow Approach (DCF) 
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The various modifications of the DCF approach serxe as a basis for the majority of valuation 
models. The leading principle of the theor), is the rule of present value. The ~,alue or an) 
asset is determined by the present value of the expected future cash flow. 

The basic ,.aluation equation of the DCF approach is written as follows: 

,Z..r CF, 
Value = zx (4.10) 

,o, (I + r ) '  

'.,,'here: T = lime horizon o'~er v~hich there is cash flow on the asset 
CF~ = cash flow in time period t 
r = discount rate reflecting the risk of the cash flow. 

DCF models are classified into tv, o main bpes  of model. The first approach '.'alues the 
shareholders equib The second branch values the debtor's equit2,' as ,,,,ell. The difference in 
the two models lies in the relevant cash flows and in the discount rate applied to those cash 
flov.s. In the first model (I), the discount rate is the cost of equib', the rate of return required 
b) shareholders. In the sec'ond model (2), the ~.alue of the firm is obtained by discounting at 
the cost of debt ~,'.eighted on the average cost of equit3'. 

The first model, a di,..idend discount model (DDM), assumes di,, idends to be the only relevant 
cash flov,. A strict al~plication of the DDM is too restricti~,e since man)' firms do not pa)' 
adequate di'.'ldends. Free cash flow to equib is a broader defimtlon, see Damodaran (7). We 
consider the specific asset-liability structnre of financial sen'ice firms and choose the first 
approach for PIC Insurance companies. We value the cash flow to equib b) discounting at a 
selected cost of equit)', the cost of capital (CoC). 

~ CF to equm , 
Valueofequity = ~ ~ "  . (4.t t) 

A discussion of key inputs is deferred: 
• Cash flow projection (Section 5.2.3) 
• Discount rate CoC (Section 5.2.2) 
• Comparison ofthe DCF and EVA approaches (Sectton 5.2 I) 

r 

The advantages and disad,, anlages of the Discounted Cash Flov. approach are summarized as 
follows 

(÷) Prospective valuation of future profit 
(+) A full theoretical justification: "The value of an) asset is determined by the present 

value of expected future cash fows."  
(+) The basis for major valuation models in practice 
(-) Several assumptions estimated for a long time horizon (cash rio'.,, deterlnination. CoC) 
(-) Sensiti~,ib' to inputs 
( - )  Single scenario approach v, ith no ~ ariabilib' ilt future cash flows 

Traditionally, there has been broad agreement in the financial theory that tile ,,alue of a firm is 
determined b) the present value of expected cash flov, s and titus DCF serxes as a basis for 
any valuation model Ho','.e,,er. several theoretical objections have recently been raised 
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concerning an exclusi,,e application of the DCF model. DCF does not capture the variability 
of cash flows, ",,,hich pla~s a very substantial role in the valuation of strategic issues 
Embedded options (real options) include the flexibilit2, .' to expand projects, to postpone 
additional expansion, or to abandon projects. 

4.6. Option Pricing Theory (OPT) 

Thesis: "'Firms sometimes in',est in proJects because the investments allo,,,, them either to 
make further investments or to enter other markets in the future. In such cases, we can view 
the mitial projects as ) ielding options allov,.ing the firm to invest m other projects, and the.,, 
should be v, ilhng to pa) a price for such options. Put another way. a firm ma) accept a 
negative net present value (NPV) on the initial project because of the possibilil) of htgh 
positive NPV on future projects." (Damodaran A.: Investment Valuation: Tools and 
Techniques for Determining the Value of An.,, Asset; John Wile) and Sons, Inc.; 2002, p. 
796 ) 

The 1990s witnessed a full acceptance of th~s thesis. The cash Ilov,'s of certain assets are 
contingent upon fulnre events. Such assets are referred to as real opttons and are 
characterized b) tv, o basic aspects of the oplton. 

• The value of the first asset is derived from the value of a second asset 
• The cash flov. of the asset is contingent on the occurrence or non-occurrence of an 

event 

Traditional DCF models underestimate the value of real options. Thus, option pricing theory 
has become a necessary tool to reflect these specific cases in the ~,'alualion. We present the 
fundamental principles of option pricing theory. The pioneering v, ork into option ',aluation is 
connected v, ith the papers written b.v Black-Scholes ( I ) and Merton (26). 

Definition: Options pro,, ide the holder '.,, ith the right to buy (call option) or sell (put option) a 
specified quanttty of an underl.,.mg asset at a fi~ed price (strike price: exercise price) at 
(European option) or also before (American option) the expiration date of the option. Since it 
is a right and not an obligation, the holder can choose not to exercise the right and allow the 
option to expire. 

The value of an option depends on the following factors 

I. The relationship bev.,,een strike price and the current value of the underlying asset. 
The higher the strike price, as compared to the current ,,alue of the underl)ing asset, 
the h~gher the option price. 

2. The variance In the ',alue of the underlying asset. The higher the varmnce in the value 
of the underlving asset, the higher the price of the option 

3. Time to exptration. The greater the time to expiration, the more valuable the optton. 
4. Risk-free interest rate. The rate ~s connected to opportunit3, costs over the lifetmte of 

an option. 

The ~,alue of an oplton in financial theory is determined b3 the well kno',,,n Black-Scholes- 
Merton formula. We present the binomial option pricing model, a discrete counterpart to the 
continuous Black-Scholes-Merton model. In a binomial tree, the option price is assoctated 
v,,ilh the upv.ard or dov, nv, ard movement in stock price. The simplest case is the one-step 
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binomial tree where the stock price mo,.es either up or  dov.,n role one o f  two positions and the 
option price takes on at most one of  t~,,o associated values .= 

The binomial model  provides insight to the logic o f  option pricing theory in a case stud.~ o f  
the motor third pa rd  habil ib '  (M-TPL)  market  o f  the Czech Republic• 

BOX: Case Study - Application of Option 
Pricing Theo~' 

There was demonopolizahon of the Motor third party habddy (M.TPL) market in the 
Czech Repubhc 3 years ago It can be understood as a special case of market share 
acquislhon. 
First, we assume that according to the analysis' calculations this kind of acqu=s~tton ~s 
connected w=th the negative NPV of -50 mid. The management has to make the 
dec=sion as to whether the company should invest in this protect or not. 

If the decision were based only on the rule of the positive net present value, the 
company would not make this investment. On the other hand. execuhve management 
argues with the thes=s that the acquisition is connected with the unique opportunity of 
further expansmon in the future. This aspect was not considered in the NPV calculation. 
Managers build on the assumptions that the Czech insurance market is 
underdeveloped and a substantial growth ~n all branches can be expected In their 
views, the acquired M.TPL chents' base represents the cross sell=ng opportunities If 
that ms the case. and the company does not make the investment, it gives up the right 
(option) of a good outgoing position in the expected future expansion, in other words, 
acquisition of M-TPL market share Implicitly includes the option to expand as 
well. 

What is the value of this embedded option to expand? 

Let us assume that the costs connected with the additional expansion in the future 
would be 500 mid (strike price) and at the moment the current NPV is esttmated at 400 
mid (current value of an asset, t=0), The option wdl be exercised only if the NPV at 
time of expiration (t=2) exceeds the costs of expansion (strike price), 

NPV of entry Into M-TPL market -50 

Option to expend! 
Costs of expansion - Call stnke price 500 
Borrowing mterest rate 10% 

Furthermore, we assume the following binomial process (the expected development of 
NPV over the next two years). 

t=0 t=l I=2 

p, Ipv~Urrenl ICall price Probab,hty~pv~Current ~Call price /!Probab,litylNPV ICurrent ~Call pr,ce 

• For more on binomial trees '.,.¢ refer to Hull J C Options. Futures. & Other Derwah~.'es. Prentice Hall. 1999. 
Chapter 9 
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Explanation" The value of the call option ~s arrived at by applying arbitrage theory. 
We can rephcate the cash flow from the option as a combmahon of borrowing and 
purchase of underlying asset (current NPV). 

Value of the call = Current NPV " Option delta - Borrowing needed to replace portfolio, 

where" Option delta = (C,j - Co ) / (NPV u - NPVo ) 
Borrowing needed to replace portfolio = Option delta " NPVo / (1~ i ) 

NPVu = the value of NPV if current NPV goes UP 

NPVo = the value of NPV if current NPV goes DOWN 
Cu = call price of Option d current NPV is NPV u 

Cc = call pnce of option if current NPV is NPVo 

Running the calculation backwards. At the exptrat~on I~me t=2 the option value (call 
prtce) ~s given by the positive difference between current NPV and strike price. Going 
back to the present, we can calculate the opt=on value at the time t= l .  based on the 
above equations Looking at the lower branch of the binomial process, the value is 
obviously 0 (current NPV at the brae t=l can go from 280 to 364 or 196 vs. stdke price 
= 500) In th~s Case, the option would not be exercised The ophon value for the upper 
branch at the hme t=l (current NPV of 520 can move on to e~ther 676 or 364) rs given 
by the above equations 

Ophon delta = 176 I (676-364); Borrowing = Opbon delta " 364 I (1+10%): Value of the 
Call = 106,7 
Simdarly. we can calculate the value of expansion option at the lime I=O. 

Conclusion: 
NPV of entry into M-TPL market -50 
Value of option to expand 64,6 
NPV of entry into M-TPL market with option to expand 14,6 

The company should enter into the M-TPL market although the value according 
to the NPV calculatton is negative. That is because of the acquisition of the 
option to expand, The value of this option Is estimated to be higher than 
negative NPV from entry into M-TPL market. 

It is important to keep ill utind Ihat v,e meet v,.ith.real (embedded) optmns in dail) life. In 
fact, options are present an.,,v, here we have a certain amount of flexibility at our disposal in 
decision-making 

DCF-based models assume a pass=',e treatment of assets and liabilities but managers ha',e 
many opportunities to change a pre-defined course in reaction to current de,~elopments Real 
options are then crucially important and their values can be substantial. Real options quanti~ 
the ~.alue of strategic aspects in a very sophisticated v~a.,,. Managers v,,ho ha~,e familiarized 
thentsel,,es ',~ith option pricing theory justif2,, their im.'estments b,, the value of embedded 
options. Therefore, we must appl~ the valuations ,.er3' carefully. It means correctly 
identifi, mg an3. real option to be considered in the ,,aluation. As an example, if the option is 
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freel) a~ailable to all market participants, ~t should not represent an option to be considered m 
the valuation. 

The advantages and disad,.antages of the OPT approach are summarized as follov, s: 

(+) Overcomes the drawback of DCF by reflecting the ~ ariability of future cash flo~s 
(÷) Full theoreticaljusttfication in main-stream financial theory 
(+) The application is becoming a standard tool in specific areas 
(+/-) Aver). sophisticated model 
(-) Requires many valuation assumptions, including variabdit), parameters 
(-) Sets a high requirement on anal.',sts" and decision makers" capabilities 
(-) Vet). sensitive to inputs 
(-) Is easil) manipulated and misused 

The theoretical concept of real ophons was imtiall~ used in the ,,aluation of start-up 
companies and fast growth sectors such as new econom) and biotechnolog,.~, sectors. OPT is 
also recognized in the ~alue of a company as a call option. Stockholders act as holders of an 
option on the compan.v's assets with a strike price at the level of the compan) 's  liabilities. 

V a l u e  

S t r i k e  p r i c e  = A s s e t s  
L i a b i l i t i e s  

Figure 2: Value as a call option on company's  assets 

In the P/C IndustD'. it potentiall~ changes the v.ay of thinking of an investment. The crucial 
contribution of real option valuation is the recognition of the flexibility m decision-making. 
Real options ma.,, be equated v.'ith future opportunities and dangers. Option pricing theory 
offers an opportunity to embrace this aspect of the valuation process. 

4.7. Conclusion 

We have briefl) presented the main theoretical methodologies for the valuation of a firm v.ith 
special emphasis on an application to the P'C Insurance industry. We introduced the models 
in their strict form. stressing underlying assfimptions. We discussed how the models are to be 
applied, as ',,,ell as the limitations and inherent risks. 

Analysts use a ',vide range of valuation methods m practice, derived by modifcat ions and 
combinations ofthe basic models. The models differ in underl~ ing theory, basic assumplions. 
complexit3:, and outcome. We cannot say v.hich valuation model is best. It al,.,.ays depends 
on the specific case. What matters is the precise application of the selected model v.ith 
respect to its underlying assumptions. Although ','.e usuall3 rel~ on one basic valuation 
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methodolog), which is a combination of se~,eral methods in the '~aluatton model, it is 
ad,,isable to not restrict oneself to only one method. We strongly recommend the application 
of methods other than the basic valuation method to uncover inconsistencies m the inputs. 
We should also confront the results of~,~,hatever methods we choose. Do the results meet our 
expectations? Are the results reasonable? 

In the next section, v..e present the Economic Value Added (EVA) approach as a modification 
to basic valuation methods. EVA is v.idely used and pla)s an important role in practice, h 
follov, s primarily from the principles of DCF. Ftrstl~, we discotmt the excess of future profits 
net of the costs of holding capital. Secondly, v,'e consider the current state of in~.ested capital, 
the NAV determination, where the principles of a book value approach are recognized. EVA 
methodolog.,, has become a vet). popular tool in financial management for profitabilit) 
measurement and valuation. The task is to justif2,, our thesis that this approach ser~es as a 
good basis lot the valuation modeling of P."C Insurers. 
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5. EVA as a Basis for the Valuat ion of  P/C Insurers 

In the previous section, v,e created a frame,,~,ork of  basic ,,aluation methods as developed in 
corporate finance This framework pro',.ides coherence to the Economic Value Added 
melhodolo~ ,,se present here. We explore tbe EVA-based ,,'aluatnon as a methodolol~' built 
upon traditional DCF models. An EVA valuation approach extends the DCF approach b3, a 
further consideration o f  in,~estor's needs. EVA is a measure o f  surplus ~,alue created by an 
investment. It is defined as profit adjusted by the cost of  holding capital. 

In this Section, xs.e firstl) examine the theoretical background of  EVA. We then de~.elop, step 
by step, a valuation methodology for P.C Insurers. 

5. I. Theoretical  Background 

The EVA methodolog) ',','as created at the beginning of  the 1990"s by the consultancy Stern, 
Stewart & Co. Stev, art defined EVA as "'operating profit less the cost of  all capital employed 
to produce those earnings '" .  We note that the concept of  economic profit brings nothing nex,, 
to economic theory 6. EVA methodolog) is ',,,ndel) used in financial management for the 
measurement of  profitabilit2, and the valuation of  a company. 

We can  summar ize  the main  thesis o f  the EVA approach as follows: 
"The  EVA valuat ion  a p p r o a c h  meets one of  the most impor t an t  requ i rements  consisting 
of  the preference of  the inves tor ' s  point of  view instead of  that of  the compan) ."  

5.1.1. The EVA-based Valuat ion  

We deri~,e the basic equations o f  the EVA xaluatlon approach• In its simplest form. EVA is 
defined as Profit after Tax (PAT) earned on invested capital and adjusted by the costs o f  
holding capital, reflecting in~.estors" opportunity costs• The cost of  holding capital is defined 
as the product of  invested capital and the requnred return on inxested capital• 

EVA~ = P a T ~ -  CoC * Invested Capital~.t (5.1) 

'.',here: EVA~ : EVA in )earl  
PaTt = Profit after Tax in ",'ear t 
Invested Capntal,.~ = capital provided by im,'eslors at the end of  the pre,, ious .,,ear (= at 

the beginning of  the current year) 
CoC = Cost o f  Capital (equity). 

We need three basic inputs to calculate EVA: 
I. After tax profit generated on invested capital 
2. The rate of  CoC (discussed further in the text) 
3. Invested capital 

Either the book ,~alue of  equity or Net Asset Value (NAV). follo,,,,ing the economic approach 
to ~,aluation. can be used to define in~,ested capital• The economnc approach to valuation 

Ste',,.an. G.B. The Qucsl for Value Harper Collms 1991. New York. 
* A basic course of microeconomtcs co~.ers the topic ol'¢conomlc profit, taking into [ICcOUnl expensed costs and 
opponumt.v costs fe.g. cost:; of capttah 
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better reflects investors" requiremenets and the market environment, v,e operate exelasi~,ely 
with NAV. 

EVA, = PaTM - C o C  * NAV:.I. (5.2) 

Positive EVA implies a company ' s  ability to generate profits above a level required by 
im.estors for a gr ,  en level of risk. The company, therefore, brings additional (added) value to 
in,,estors. Negatt','e EVA ts interpreted as a negative message to investors, expressing that 
profits are not comparable to other inxestments v, ith the same risk or opportunity cost. 

Dividmg equation (5 2) by the NAV yields a reformulation o f  the basic equation in relative 
terms: 

EVA "NAV = PaT / N A V - C o C  * NAV / NAV. (5.3) 

PaT / NAV represents return on invested capital, v,'hich v,'e denote for slmplicib as ROE7: 

EVA / NAV = ROE - CoC (5.4) 

EVA = ( R O E -  CoC ) * NAV (5.5) 

where. ROE = return on im.ested capital ('NAVI. 

Equation (5.51 is to be understood as follov, s. The compan) generates positive added value if 
the return on invested capital (ROE) exceeds the cost of  capital (CoC). It implies that EVA 
can be increased either through higher operating efficienc) under the same level o f  risk. 
increasing ROE, or by reaching the same profit by Iov, ering the risk to decrease CoC. 

Next. Market Value Added (MVA) is defined as tile present value o f  future EVAs: 

r El:4, EI'A r 
MVA = ~ + " (5.6) 

,_-'77,= (l+CoC)' CoC*(l+CoC) r 

M V A  = ~ PaT, - C o C *  NAI,,_, ~. PaTr. , - C o C *  NAI," r 

, . i  II+CoC)'  CoC*( I+CoC)  r 
(5.7) 

,,',here: EVAI = EVA m year t 
T = No. of  ' ,ears oser  v, hich EVA is explicitl) estimated (from the period T+I 

calculated as perpetuity} 
CoC = Cost of  Capital (equib)  
NAV..I = (market) value of  invested capital at the end of  previous .'.'ear 
PaT. = Profit after Ta'., in year t. 

Based on the EVA methodolog,,, the xalue of  a company (V) is defined as the sum of  in,,ested 
capital (NAV) and the present value of  future EVAs (MVA): 

~," = NAV o + MVA (5.8) 

Throughout tills Ie.*.L ~,¢ understand Ih¢ lerm ROE to mean return on in'.ested capital, represented b) NAV 
according IO the economic 3pprol]ch 
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where: NAV0 = (market) value of in,,ested capital as of appraisal date. 

r El:4, El':4r. ~ 
V = NAVo  + ~,=, [I +~oC)' ~ CoC'(I  + CoC) r" 

(5,9) 

V = N A V o +  ~PaT,-CoC*NAI'~_,  PaTr.I-CoC*N.4Vr 
,=, (I+CoC)' ~ CoC. ( I+Coc)r  (5 I0) 

In other v.ords, the value of a company is determined on one hand by the current state of 
invested capital (NAV), as the difference between the (market) ,.alues of assets and liabilities, 
and on the other hand b5 the discounted excesses of future profits above the level of.',ield on 
alternative investments (CoC). B~ this equation, the valuation task is d~vided into tv, o 
separate steps: 

Determination of NAV. 
Projection of future cash Ilow including the detennination of discount rate (CoC), 
consisting of explicit cash flov. modeling and determination of terminal ~.alue (TV). 

EVA, My, i v" I 

On future 
business 

On existing 
business 

Figure 3: Main fealures of EVA-based valuat ion b 

EVA vs. DCF approach 

We have alread) several times mentioned, that EVA-based valuation approach is deduced 
from DCF. What is the interrelationship between DCF and EVA-based valuation approach.'? 
For simphcity, let us assume the infinite horizon (present value of future profits calculated as 
perpetuity) So, the values o fa  compan) are defined as follows. 

According to EVA 
By the EVA approach, assuming an infinite horizon ',~,ith stable profits, the ,.alue of the 
company (V) is deri~.ed from equation (5.10). 

s The ~alucs of EVAs arc dcplclcd alrcad.~ at thclr discounted ~alucs 
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V =NAV0 + E I , : 4 ~  = N A V 0  ÷ 
C o C  

= PaT~ 

CoC 

Pa T, - C o C  * ?,'.4 ~'.~ _ C o C  * N.41'~ + Pa F, - C o C  * N.4 I~ 

C o C  CoC 

( 5 . i i )  

2) According to DCF 
Subst i tut ing cash-r low in the basic DCF equation (4.9) by after  tax profit distr ibuted to 
shareholders  and a s s u m i n g  an infimte horizon v.~th stable profits, ',~e obtain a perpetuit.,,. 

V -  PaT~ . (5.12'i 
C o C  

Conclusion: (5.1 I.) = (5.12.) 
We have just  proven for infinite horizon q v.~th stable profits, there is no difference betv~een 
EVA-based  valuat ion and DCF.  
Generall.,,, v,e suppose in the theoretical models  the distribution o f  profits to shareholders.  
Hov, ever.  in the valuat ion models  we  vet3 often a s sume  that profits are retained in the 
company  to f inance addit ional growth.  Therefore,  we must  a lways very precisel,, keep the 
same treatment o f  distr ibuted / retained profits across the whole valuation ~u. Let us illustrate 
both ex t reme cases,  ei ther  full distr ibution or  full retention o f  profits, v, ith regard to DCF and 
EVA on the follo~.ing example•  

Comparison between EVA based valuation and DCF 

Inputs: 

NAVo 100 ROE,..,o 12% 

3oC 10% ROE,.,, 10% 

T 

Distributed profits: NAV t = NAV H 

DCF EVA based 
approach approach 

Discounted Discounted 
NAV~ PaT EVA PaT EVA 
100.0 
100,0 12,0 2,0 10.9 1.8 
100,0 12,0 2.0 9.9 1.7 
100,0 12.0 2,0 9.0 1.5 
100,0 12,0 2,0 8.2 1.4 
100,0 12.0 2,0 7.5 1.2 

Retained profits: NAV t = NAVt. 1 + PaT t 

DCF EVA based 
approach approach 

Dtscounted Discounted 
NAV, PaT EVA PaT EVA 
100.0 
112.0 12,0 2,0 1.8 
125,4 13.4 2.2 1,9 
140.5 15.1 2,5 1,9 
157,4 16.9 2,8 1,9 
176,2 18.9 3,1 2,0 

'~ ~A'e :~.uuld come to the .;ame conclusion• if '.,.e used for Ihe first se~eFal .'.ears explicAI modehng and Ibr the rest 
ihe calculation of lermmal xalue as p,crpetuit.v (Ihis can he pro'.en in the ~ame v.ay) 
,o As a v,.arnmg remark, ho:,. e', er obvious• the author,, met Ihe practical ~.aluatton apphcailoos. ~ hlch cunsidered 
retained profits both as a componenl of discuunled cash 11o','. and the item increasing NAV and thus terminal 
~.31ue. 
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100.0 
100.0 
100,0 
100.0 

1 100.0 

~.um (t = 1 ..... 10) 

11 100.0 
l'erminal Value 

I 
~IAVo 

I 
~/alue 

12.0 2,0 6,8 
12,0 2,0 6,2 
12,0 2,0 5,6 
12,0 2,0 5,1 
12.0 2.0 4.6 

733 12.3 

10.0 3.5 
38.6 

112f3 

1.1 197,4 
1.0 221.1 
0.9 247.6 
0.8 277.3 
0,8 310.6 

341.6 

100.0 

112,3 

21,1 3,5 
233 3,9 
26,5 4,4 
29,7 5,0 
33,3 5,5 

31,1 10.9 
1193 

119p7 

Remarks:  In the case of retained profits, the value of invested capital (NAV) at the end of a 
period is given by the sum of the x alue of in,,ested capital at the beginning of that period plus 
retained profits. Since we are d=scounting onl) the cash flov. to shareholders, this case 
implies that the ,,alue according to DCF is gi~,en only b'. the terminal value. The crucial 
vulnerability of DCF can be seen in the weight, which is given by the terminal value. The 
higher portion of retained profits, the higher share of terminal value on the total value in the 
DCF applications. Although from the theoretical standpoint both EVA and DCF are deri',ed 
from the same background and therefore should bring the same results, we find EVA-based 
valuation as better reflecting the practical needs (see chapter 5.1.2). 

Remark:  Comparison of  Miccolis concept with EVA (see Miccolis (27)) 
The Miccolis concept concerning valuation of P/C Insurance Companies based on the term of 
economic (respecuvel.,, actuarial) value is de'~eloped from the same fundamentals as EVA 
based valuation. 

Economic value = Current net worth ( I ) + some adJustments (2) + discounted value of future 
earnings ( 3 ) -  costs of capital (4) = NAV (1+2) + MVA (3+4) 

Miccolis offers the same approach. The key contribution of EVA is a full acceptance and 
incorporation into current Corporate Finance Theor). 

5.1.2. Main Advantages of  the EVA-based Valuation Approach 

In the following paragraphs, we explain v,h) EVA - ",,.'hen correctly applied - can represent a 
good theoret=cal Iool for valuation of P/C insurers and can offer some advantages as compared 
with DCF. One can ask. ',,.hat are the unique aspects in the application of EVA-based 
~.aluation for P/C Insurers The most probable ansv, er, that there is nothing special, can be at 
the first glance surprising. But when looking at this issue in a more detail, this feature is 
becoming the biggest advantage of EVA applications. In fact. the clarit) and understandable 
interpretation makes EVA a very useful tool for valuation in insurance industry as v, ell, 
building upon the traditional discounted cash flow models. Generally, we can identi~' the 
following key arguments for the application of EVA-based valuation in the P/C Insurance 
industr)': 

2,0 
2,0 
2.1 
2.1 
2.1 

19,7 

I00.0 

119~7 
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I. Consistent with Shareholder Value tv|anagement. An emphasis is placed on the investors" 
needs. The EVA approach enables us to clearly identify the in',estors" requirements and 
expectations v. ith regard to risk-re'.'.ard trade-off. It makes the valuatton transparent. 

2. Consistent with a traditional accounting approach. Furhermore, the importance of CoC, the 
discount rate, is seen more easily in this approach. 

3. Consistent ~ith current corporate finance theoD'. The EVA methodology is thoroughly 
de',eloped and full))) integrated into current corporate financial theor}.. It is consistent w~th a 
firm's accounting statements. 

-I. Consistent x,.tth an actuarial approach. EVA as a tool for the measurement o f  profitabilit) 
and for ~,aluation purposes is easil) incorporated into actuarial DFA models. 

5. The economic approach is easily incorporated. The valuation analysis is derived from 
accounting statements and is thus easily transformed into an economic point of vie',,,, for NAV 
determination and consecutive cash flow projection. 

6 Standardization and general acceptance. The simplicit.v of the leading principles and 
comprehensibility has contributed to the general acceptance of the theor.'. What would be the 
contribution of a theoretical approach if nobod) understood it and therefore did not trust its 
results? 

7. The decomposition of an EVA xaluation allows a clear understanding of the components of 
the acquisition price. Adequac)' of the acquisition price can easdy be seen from the tv, o 
components NAV and discounted future profits. The NAV, the difference between assets and 
habilities, is the current state of invested capital. Future expectations of profitabilit.', are 
calculated as the discounted excesses of future profits. 

8. Treatment of terminal ,.alue. The determination of terminal value in a DCF application is 
problematic The treatment ofterminal ~,alue in the presented EVA-based valuation approach 
is based on the assumption that in the long term infinite horizon, the compan.', 's abilit) to beat 
the market in reaching a higher return on invested capital (ROE) than the average 
corresponding to CoC is restricted (see 5.2.3.2). This imphes that the terminal value in an 
EVA application should be set to zero, under the assumptton that ROE = CoC in the long 
term In comparison to the DCF approach, EVA represents a safer and more controllable tool, 
ensuring no o,,erestimation of future late profits and terminal value. 

9. A clear link between the profitabilit.~ and the ,,aluation o f a  compan.v EVA provides a 
clear connection between a performance measure for a gi~.en time period, the flow, and the 
value of the compan.', at a particular point in time, a state. 

5.2. The Application of an EVA-based Valuation to P/C Insurers 

We ha',e established a comprehensi',e theoretical frame~,,ork for EVA-based '.aluations, 
provided a comparison to the DCF approach, and described key contributions of this approach 
to the valuation of P,C insurers. We nov, shift our attention to creating procedures for an 
application to the P,'C Insurance industry. Appendix C provides an illustrative case study of 
an acquisition o fa  P/C Insurer from the CEE region, highlighting specific considerations. 
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We start ,,,,ith the determination of NAV from the basic equation (5.9) of the framev~ork we 
ha~.e developed. 

EVA, E~'Ar. , 
V = N A V u +  ,~"7~ (I ~-'--CoC)' ~ C o C * ( I ÷ C o C )  r"  

~'e compare the accounting and economic approaches to a valuation. An economic approach 
is preferable to an accounting approach since it better corresponds to the character of the P/C 
insurance business and the in~,eslors" point of ',iew. We then consider the issue of cash flow 
projection including the determination of the appropriate discount rate CoC. Figure 3 of 
Appendix A illustrates the main features of an EVA-based ',aluation of P/C Insurers. 

5.2.1. Determination of Net Asset Value (NAV) 

The value of equity, reported in accounting statements and follo~ving accounting standards, 
generally results from the application of ,,aluat~on principles to insurance assets and liabilities. 
There are other factors that potential investors should take into account. Net Asset Value 
(NAV) captures both the accounting term of equity and factors not captured by statutoD' 
accounting. 

NAV = (Market)  Value of Assets - {Market) Value of Liabilities 

The '~alue of NAV is the difference betv,'een assets and liabilities and depends on hov, 
particular items are valued. Accounting statements are the primat)' information source for the 
determination of NAV. However, NAV is an economtc approach to ~.aluation, including 
factors such as market values, best estimate adjustments, current market en,~ironment, and 
other factors to correctl.,, reflect the investors' point of v,e~,.. NAV includes the objective of 
the decision-makers. 

Generally. the determination of NAV consists of several steps: 
• Valuation of insurance assets 

= investments; other assets 
from statuloD accounting to economic approach 

• Valuation ofinsurance liabilities 
= technical reserves . 

from statutory accounting to economic approach 
• Other factors to be taken into consideration - e.g. sol',ency and other operational 

deficiencies 

To illustrate the interrelationships between indi'.idual steps and resulting, implications with 
respect to the determination of NAV, see also the I'ollo~ing figure representing the logic 
structure of this chapter. 
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Information source: 
Particular 

accounting standards 

Anal.vsis of: I I Adjustments to 
Ii Ke.,. principles ofapphed I I particular items 

acc standards 
21 Apphcalton o[ acc standards I I 

in the ~.alualed ¢nll['+ I [ 
I I 

/ ~ ~  Determination I 
+ . /  / I  of NAV 

E ' ' Mmual clonslszenc~ 

I projection 

Figure 4: Primary implications of our approach 

Accounting Standards and the Economic Approach 

Knowledge of accounting standards is not sufficient for our purposes. We must go into 
further detail and explore hov, the accounting principles '.,.'ere applied and interpreted in the 
compan,,'s books Many accounting experts are convinced of the exactness of accounting 
information and say there is onl'. one "true and fair" picture of boy, to report the financial 
condition of a firm. Hov..e'+er. there is alwaa.s a certain amount of uncertainty in this respect. 
It occurs mainly in the accounting of financial services firms where there is a substantial time 
dela.~ inherent in the business and room for differing interpretations (e.g. reserve adequac)). 
We also admit the danger of creative accounting, which after the recent accounting scandals 
seems to be possible anywhere, including countries with long and established traditional 
accounting systems. 

NAV determination considers not only proven accounting principles but also the way in 
which they were applied and interpreted in a particular company. 

The second part of this statement cannot be underestimated in the valuation process. We are 
of the opinion that a cerlain amount of skepticism towards information provided b~, 
accounting statements makes sense and can be beneficial for the valuation process. As 
discussed in Section 2, this rule of a little skepticism is becoming important in the P.'C 
Insurance business. 

Differences betv, een accounting standards arise primarily, from thew respective objectives. As 
an example, consider the differences between SAP and U.S.-GAAP. SAP se~'es as a basis 
for state super'+ision and focuses primaril) on surplus adequacy, the compan','s ability to 
meet obhgations to policyholders. Therefore, the balance sheet is a major concern. GAAP. 
on the other hand. is based on accrual accounting and provides information concerning the 
components o fa  compan', 's earnings. There are accounting standards ',,,'hose objectives are a 
basis for tax calculations, and so on. 
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The objecti~,es of an accounting standard further determine its underlying principles. In this 
respect, one criterion for classification can be the extent to which best estimate practice 
(market point of view) vs. the prudence of accounting principles (conser',atism) are used. 
Accounting standards can also vary from the ',,.'eights that are gi',.en either to accrual 
(malching concept) or cash flow principles. Furthermore, the valuation at historical costs vs. 
market (fair) values shows the inconsistency between accounting standards. We can also find 
accounting standards with some specific instruments and tools for insurance business, v, hich 
can be contradictory to other accounting principles (e g. equalization reserves). 
With regard Io unification m the field of P/C Insurance accounting, there are currentl.', two 
leading accounting standards - US-GAAP in North America (but also for Europeans 
companies which are traded on the U.S. stock markets) and IAS in Europe (currently for 
insurance business under reconstruction). 
There is agreement that the trend ',~,ith respect to valuation of insurance assets is in the 
direction of application of(fair) market prices. On the other hand. concerning the valuation of 
technical reser',es, the standards follow the principle of conservatism and do not alloy, the 
discounting of reserves. Furthermore, unforeseen losses ! profits are recognized immediatel~ 
(e.g. premium deficiencies). The booking of equalization reserves is generally not allowed 

The Economic Approach 

One oftbe theses of our approach emphasizes the preference of tbe economic approach, being 
in line ,,,,ith the investors' point of vie.,,... This hypothesis ~,.as also supported in the analysis of 
specifics of the P/C Insurance business and their impacts for valuation, where v,e have 
intuitivel) accepted the necessit)' of implementing an economic approach to ~,.aluation, as 
better reflecting the specifics of P/C Insurance business. We are really convinced that the 
long term nature of the insurance business, uncertainty, and dependence on the legal and 
economic environments imply that the valuation methodolo~' is an application of the 
economic approach. In our view. accounting standards cannot capture all the factors. 
But we ha'~e not defined this term yet. At the first glance, ever2,one has a certain ~dea of,.,,hat 
under an economic approach is to be understood. But there is no unified definition of this 
term in the economic practice. The economic approach should generally extend the 
accounting information using the analyst's best estimate adjustments and other factors 
that need to be taken into consideration to correclly reflect the investors' point of view. 

Based on that, we could define the economic approach according to the follov,'ing principles: 
I. Long-term, prospective approach 
2. Market ~,aluation, best estimate practice 
3. The rule ofpresent value (time value of mone2, ) 
4. More priorib' given to cash-flow rather than accrual accounting 
5. More focus on the balance sheet instead of P&L 
6. All knov, n faclors must be considered 
7. All knov, n uncertainty must be considered 
8. Partly subjective character highlighting the analyst 's role 

Theoretically, we could make the following ver~ strong statement. A clear application of the 
economic approach, and an inclusion of all current factors in the NAV determination lead to 
the valuation of a company determined only by NAV. In this case, NAV ',~ould implicitl', 
include the firm's abilit~ to generate profits corresponding to the risk of an in,,estment, above 
a "'normal" level. Goodwill is an example. The second component of our valuation equation, 
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the discounted excess of future profits ~,MVA) from cash-flow projections, ~,.ould correspond 
exactly to the level of cost ofcapital, v, ith an implication that MVA is zero b,, definition. 

Of course, precise applications of an economic approach in the valuation models are only a 
theoretical issue However. understanding this extreme case is important for the application 
of a particular economic approach in practical situations. We must further state the necessity 
of consistency betv, een the NAV determination and cash-fire,, projections in the economic 
approach (see Figure 4). ]'h~s consistenc> must be fundamental to valuation modeling v. ith 
decisive practical implications. 

To clari~' the entire complex relationship of valuation by accounting principles vs. the 
economic approach, we shay,, detail from several balance sheet items as well as other factors 
considered in the NAV determination. 

I. I n v e s t m e n t s  I. L iab i l i t i e s  
I) Fixed income 

- available for sale 
- held to maturil)' 
- trading 

2) EquiD' securities 
- available for sale 

- t rad ing  
3) Short term inveslments 
4) Mortgages and other loans 
5) Investment  real estate 

I I .  O t h e r  a s s e t s  
- thereof: DAC 

I) Claims reserves 
2) Unearned premium r e s e n e s  
3) Equalization and catastrophe reser~'es 
4) Other Liabilities 

II. S h a r e h o l d e r ' s  equity ( N A V )  

- thereof: other deferred expenses 
Figure 5: Simplified balance sheet of P/C Insurance Company 

The analyses of balance sheet items as sho',~,n on the figure above will be explored ~,.ith 
respect to: 

I. Country accounting standards (CAS) represented b.'. Czech accounting standards as the 
base information source 

2. US-GAAP (pla3. ing more and more important role in Europe as '.',ell) 
3. Economic.approach 

Our goal is not to pro',ide readers with a comprehensive description of precise accounting 
treatment. On the other hand, the presented o,,erviev, will be aimed at some selected specifics 
and their impacts and consequences for valuation in order to record the most problematic 
issues and to keep the complexit) of the paper. Whereby the strongest emphasis will be 
placed on the application of the economic approach. 

Issues to be addressed are as follows: 
Investments (book ~s. market  values) 
Treatment of  DAC 
Other  assets (w/o DAC) - e.g. deferrals  
Receivables from reinsurance and direct insurance 
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Claims reserves (reserve adequacy, reserve discounting) 
Unearned premium reserves (premium deficiencies) 
Equalization and catastrophe reserves 
Solvency requirements (statulory, RBC) 
Other operational deficiencies 
Treatment of goody, ill (elimination) 
Tax considerations (taxes, deferred laxes) 
Other market adjustments (cleaning of balance sheet) 

Investments 
The treatment o f  m~.estments across different accounting standards can ',.,a O' in man) respects. 
First, the classification by in',estment classes and the subsequent accounting valuation is o f  a 
big concern. Furthermore. the dentations of  book and market values, the issue concerning 
recognition o f  changes in market values in P&L and balance sheet and so on represent the 
areas in v,'hich analysts should be interested. The differences in investment valuation can be 
,,ery substantial. For instance, under US-GAAP, most bonds and equities are carried in a 
balance sheet in market values, except for "held to matur i t )"  ~hich is carried in amortized 
costs. But there are still certain items in an investment portfolio, such as real estate, ,a, hlch are 
',aiued at historical costs. On the other hand, under Czech accounting standards (until 2001 ) 
',',ere the unrealized losses recognized both in P&L  and balance sheet immediately after the.', 
occurred, v.hile unrealized gains (hidden reserxesl were forbidden to be considered either in 
P&L or in balance sheet (£he principle of  prudence). Hov, ever, the ~'.orld'.~. ide trend moves on 
to umfication in the direction of US-GAAP, representing a more market-orientated approach. 
Therefore, the clear idenhfication o f  valuation principles utilized in the accounting approach 
to investments is a critical assumption for the further treatment o f  investments in the 
economic approach. 
But not onl} the used accounting standards should ser~.e as an outgoing base for investments 
valuat+on according to economic principles. There are other factors such as market l iquidity, 
information as,,mmetry on the market, the availabil ity o f  credit ratings or market efficienc.',, 
v.hich should be taken into consideration, as '.',ell. It is clear that all these points are of  less 
importance in the de',eloped markets, which 'aorks efficiently. But ,,~hen valuing an 
investment portfolio of an insurer from a de'.eloping econom.',, it can be a crucial issue and a 
point of many struggles between negotialmg parties. Here, ',~e can find the cases that despite 
of the a~,adability of market prices ~e cannot use since the', do not reflect the rea[i~ due to 
e.g low market hquldttv. 
Generall), '.~e can sa', that the less liquidity and efficiency in the market, the higher space 
(and probabl', necessity) for analyst's adjustments above book and "'quasi-market" prices. 
To sum up, the valuation of investments according to an economic approach should follow as 
much as possible market prices (where available), whereby other factors need to be taken into 
consideration as ~ell. " " 
The above statement has been related Io investment portfolio of an insurer covering technical 
reserves. In addiuon, an insurer can hol d s t ra tegic  investments  in subsidiaries, ,.,.here the 
valuation differences between accounting standards can be completel.', different. The best 
way is to exclude these inxestments and to value them separately. In th~s case, the role of 
analysts ','.'hen ,.aluing according to economic approach is even more important. 

Deferred acquisition casts (DAC) 
Genera[I.',, the accounting standards allow to defer the policy acquisition costs, follo,.~.mg the 
accrual principle of malching ber,~een premium incom~ (as earned premium) and the 
corresponding expenses (matching concept). The range of polio.', acquisition costs ho,.~.eser, 
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which are supposed to be deferred according to earned premium income, can vaD' 
substantially. Under SAP for instance, the pohc)' acquisition costs are included into P&L as 
the) are incurred (no DAC). On the other hand, under US-GAAP both commissions for 
renewals and nev. business and internal acquisition expenses are to be deferred in proportion 
to earned premium. The Czech accounting standards represent in this respect a compromise: 
here onl'. commissions from he.`', business are allo~,.ed for delerrals. 
Concerning the application of  economic approach. ',~e do not see any problem with deferrals 
of policy acquisition costs, under the assumption that there is a clear link belv, een DAC and 
future business. Furthermore, if the time horizon for amorhzation of  DAC is restricted to one 
rear.  it should not pose a problem for the valuation model to keep the consistent treatment 
with cash flow projection as well. 

Other assets (wlo DAC) 
We also recommend ve D careful analysis of  other assets (v,/o DAC), which can include some 
very doubtful items. Generall ' . ,  the majoril..` of  other assets are carried in historical costs. 
First, we v.ould suggest d~.iding this part of balance sheet into those items. '.shich are 
connected to the insurance business, and the remaining ~tems, not directly influencing the 
insurance business The next criterion for classification o f  other assets should be, .`,,hether 
the)' reall) result in future economic benefits. Whate~.er kind of  other assets not directly 
connected ~,.,ith insurance business, '.'.e propose to value them according to the economic 
approach as conservati',el.', as possible, mainly ',',hen the effects on future business are 
negligible. The .`aluation at liquidating prices ~,.e find as the most feasible solution in this 
respect 
Furthermore. v.e ad',tse pa) ing  close attenuon to all deferrals (excluding DACI and other 
similar items. The) can be treated under different accounting standards in a different ~a.', 
completely. The detailed analysis o f  these items, ',sh~ch can be shown in the balance sheet 
either explicitl) or are hidden under tangible properLv (and amortized), should not be also 
underestimated. The clear connection to future business Iprofits) would be the decis]',e 
criterion. We are convinced, that an anal).st cannot go too far v.rong b.'. following the 
principle thal all doubtful assets are to be charged directl) against NAV. 

In summaD, s~e see the following main rules, s,.hich are to be applied by the transmission of  
other assets into economic approach: 
• Clear connection to insurance business 
• Clear connection to future p rof t s  
• Elimination of  an) accounting pla.',ing ',.`ith deferrals 
• Preference of  cash-riov,' to accrual accounting 
• Contro',ersial items are to be excluded from N A V  

Receivables from reinsurance and direct insurance 
All recei',ables either from reinsurance or direct insurance should be according to economic 
approach reclassified with respect to probabilit)' of  getting mone.~ back. The appropriate 
revaluations should be charged directly against NAV. In the case of  recei',ables from 
reinsurance, we can use the rating as a measure of  default probabilit.',. 

Claims reserves 
Concerning valuation of  claims reser',es, ~,,e must explore t',,.o issues: discounting and 
reser~.es adequac.,,. Generall.~. the accounting standards require claims reserves to be 
estimated at their uhimate amounts, in ~.`htch claims are expected to be settled. There can be 
some exceptions. '.,,here reserve discounting is allov, ed - e.g. under US-GAAP mainl.', for 
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claims ,.,,ith fixed and determinable payments (e.g. pensions from worker ' s  compensation). 
Hov.eser. the majornty of  claims reserses are valued '.*,ithoul reflecting time '.alue o f  money. 
The reason for non-d~scounting is that most claims rese~'es are estimates and the amount and 
timing o f  the payment cannot be determined '.*.ith cerlainty (principal of  conservatism). 
Howexer, non-discounting means that expenditure is not matched with corresponding income. 
While all claims provisions must be provided ~*..hen the premnum is earned, the investment 
income. *.*.hich may be used to pay' the claims, is not recognized until a later accounting 
period. This leads to different results (and equity, development) in both cases. 
Let us illustrate the isst.e of  profit recognition on the follos~ing figure. It is based on the 
assumption that claims reser*.es v.ere set correctl,, (no run-off resuh)  You can see that in the 
case of  non-dTscounting the profits are recognized later on. 

Premium earned period 

Cumulalive orofil 

Run-off of claims reserves 
• 9 ID 

Discounled 

i t t I -"'"'""" 
a , ~ t  1 1  °...........'"'"'""" 

""'"'"",.........,... ............,,........-"" "'"'""" 

"""'""-.. ...'"'" Non-Dlseounled • .. ......-" 
"'"'-.......,......,,."" 

..--....- 

Time 

Cumulali~¢ joss 

Figure 6: Profit recognition - discounting vs. non-discounting o f  claims resen'es  

Based on the definition of  economic approach to valuation, it is obvious that reserve 
discounting is Fully consistent with this concept. Hov, ever, v.e can meet many possible ways 
in practice ho',*, to cope ",,,ith this issue in the valuation modeling. Besides the theoretical 
correctness, ',,,e must always take into considerations other practical aspects as v, ell. 
Neverlheless. *.,,.hat ah*. ays matters is the mutual consistency o f  the selected treatment. 
Fnrst, we can keep claims reserves exclusively at discounted values, ",*.hat represents the most 
sophisticated solution requnring ',er) precise and consistent treatment across the *.,.hole 
valuation model. In this case, we must be aware of  the fact that any' change in the 
assumptions regarding future interesl rates or inflation v, ould immediately impact, besides 
cash flow projection, the value oFNAV as well. The other way is to keep rese~e  discounting 
on a separate account, enabling to balance both transparency and economical correctness. 
Last but not least, if *.re decide not to consider rese~'e discounting nn the valuation model, 
then we must keep in mind that all changes in variables effective from the future must be 
reflected later on in the cash flow projection. 

Reserve a d e q u a c y  is the other acluarnal issue. Although man} accounting standards are 
derived from assumptions of  a best estimate (neither o,,erestimation nor underest imauon) 
*.aluation practice, the principle of prudence ns applied more widely than the best estimate 
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approach in man.,. European countries. Whatever accounting standard is applied, a detailed 
analysis of reserve adequac.', is required. 
Following the economic approach, we must consider all reserve redundancies or deficiencies, 
directl.,, impacting NAV. It means, that according to the economic approach the valuation of 
claims reserves should follo,.~, best estimate pracuce, ensuring the correct states of the 
outgoing balance sheet as of the date of appraisal. 

Unearned premium reserves 
Concerning premium deficiencies (~,.hen the earned premium from business m force is not 
sufficient to cover expected claims and expenses), some accounting standards IUS-GAAP. 
IASI require creanon of premium deficiency reserves immediatel', after they are recognized. 
On the other hand. there are man',' other accounting standards (e.g. Czech accounting 
principles), which do not address this issue so precisel.~. The application of premium 
deficienc.', reserve means the direct recogmt~on of expected future losses in the balance sheet 
against the decrease of NAV. That is fully consistent v, ith the economic approach. 

Equalization and catastrophe resen'es 
This item represents one of the most contro,,ersial points, on :,,hich different accounting 
bodies have not completely agreed yet. In many European countries, Ihe insurers are still 
obliged Ior allo,.,,ed - depends on interpretation) to create equahzation and other similar 
reser,,es in order to smooth the fluctuations in claims de,,elopmem. 
But according to both leading accounting standards (US-GAAP. IAS). thts type of reserve 
does not represent a certain habilit2, and therefore is not booked as such. On the other hand. 
both standards, supported by the state regulation ('sob.ency, RBC applications), argue that 
catastrophic risks are to be zmplicitl.',' included in the required level of capital. In an economic 
approach to valuation, these items are nol recognized as liabilitmes, consistent with US-GAAP 
and IAS. We must reclassify them as NAV in cases where they are booked as liabilities. 

Solvency requirements 
At the beginning, it is v, orlh distinguishing between statutom2, sol,~enc 3 required b) the state 
supervision and the required risk capital (risk sob.ency), resulting from the risk profile of an 
insurer. 
First. as far as the statutory solvency requirement is concerned, it is for sure that an)' deficit in 
this respect musl be fully considered in the determination of NAV. The required statutor-: 
solvency is vet),, often Iov, er than that one corresponding to the risk profile of an insurer, 
~vhose level should support continuing business under the defined probabilit) of failure over a 
certam period. Once ,.,.e determined the level of required risk capital, the negative gap as 
compared ,,~,ith current available capital must be fully reflected in the delermination of NAV. 
We propose to deduct the ~ hole capital deficienc.s from NAV of a target compan.', in order to 
determine the acquisition price. The explanation for it can be found in the argument, that the 
total costs of an acquisition consist not onl) of the paid acquisition price but also the 
additional capital injections, '~,hich are necessar) to co',er undercapilalisation. In order to 
insure future profits (ongoing concern), the target compan.', must be adequatel.', capitall), 
equipped. In other words, the acquiring company must provide the target company v. ith 
additional capital to generate future profits from an acquisition. When '.~e deduct the deficit 
m solvency from NAV (as a component of acquisition price) and consequenll) suppose 
capital increase (in fact another component of acquisition price), we are sening the consistent 
outgoing level of capital for cash flow projection. All the relationships concerning solvenc) 
requirements and their impacts on valuation are illustrated on the following figure. 
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Undercapitalized company [ ~[ Ongoing of business is not ~ Capital increase 
NAV0 ] "[ ensured ~ CI 

N A V I  

~[ Ability to generate future ] ~[ MVA 

Figure 7: Solvency requirement considerations 

Other operational deficiencies 
If there are some deficiencies in the operational part of  the target company, which in fact 
represent liabilities requiring future investments, and are not shown in the accounting 
statement, they should.be reflected in the NAV determination according to the economic 
approach as well. The ongoing concern should be the criterion for recognition of operational 
deficiencies (the company's insufficient IT-infrastructure). 

Elimination of goodwill 
We are of the opinion that goodwill should be eliminated from the assets, when determining 
NAV according to the economic approach. Goodwill, in its theoretical sense, represents the 
ability of a company given by its staff, market position and operational and sales 
infrastructure to generate future profits. Of course, this ability matters in the valuation. But 
in our concept it is considered on another place - in the cash flow projection. If we kept the 
value of goodwill in NAV, we would count it twice (once under NAV and for the second time 
in cash flow projection). 

Other market adjustments (cleaning of the balance sheet) 
Under this item we understand all other analyst's adjustments, which are in line with the 
applied economic approach to valuation. They can result either from "creative" or else 
doubtful accounting, with the aim of cleaning the balance sheet as of the date of appraisal. 
For instance in the CEE region, the authors met with several cases of distrustful accounting, 
creating an artificial picture about business volume and so on. Therefore, it can sometimes 
prove very difficult for outsiders to become fully aware of the real economic sense hidden in 
the information provided by accounting. 

Tax considerations 
All above adjustments should be also considered with respect to their relevant tax impacts. 

Summary of NAV determination (from accounting to the economic approach to valuation 
Equity (from statutory accounting) 
+/- market adjustments to investment portfolio covering technical reserves 
+/- market adjustments to strategic investments 
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- elimination of goodwill 
÷1- treatment of DAC 
+E- market adjustments to other assets 
+/- reser~.es adequac,, of claims reserves 
+ / -  reserves discounting 
+/- premium deficiencies 
+ elimination of equalization reserves 
- sol,,enc.,, deficiencies 
- other operating deficiencies 
+/- tax consideratmns 
NAV 

5.2.2. Determination of Cost of Capital  (CoC) 

One of the most important inputs to cash flo',,, projection is the appropriate rate at v.hich 
future cash flows are discounted (Cost of Capital - CoC). Given the specific capital structure 
of PIC insurance companies (since premium ~s received in ad,,ance, there is no need for debt 
financing), the determination of CoC involves onl) the quantificauon of the cost of equity 
capital. CoC is to be interpreted as the rate required by investors to make an investment in the 
firm's eqmt.`.. Investors' expectations ,.,dth respect to risk and return are reflected in this input. 
From the managers' point of ,,iev,. on the other hand, n represents the minimal return to be 
reached. Although the setting of the discount rate is alwa)s partly arbitrary m the valuation 
modeling, the majority of models are deri`.'ed from the principles of the Capital Asset Pricing 
Model ICAPM). We introduce this basic concept of financial theor). After that, v.e address 
some issues specific to P,'C insurance companies. 

5.2.2.1. The CAPM 

The Capital Asset Pricing Model ICAPM) ~s deri',ed from the assumption that '.~,e can 
distinguish between firm-specific divermfiable risk and s',slematic (market) risk, which 
affects all im.estments m the market and cannot be diversified. The in,,estor is re`.~arded onl) 
for s,,stematit: (market) risk, since firm-specific risk can be avoided through diversification. 
The theoretical foundations for the CAMP '.,.ere established b,, the paper v, ritten b.~ H. 
Markowitz (24). Here. Markov, itz presented the theoretical concepl of portfolio 
diversification and thus gave birth to the modem portfoho theory. The CAPM itself is 
connected with three names of W Sharpe (30). J. Limner (23) and J. Tre)nor. The) extended 
the Markov, itz mean-variance model by introducing the beta factor (the risk premium as a 
function of beta). 

According to the CAPM, the expected (required) return on securit.`. Unvestment) R. is given 
b) the sum of the risk free rate and the risk premium. 

Rj = Risk free rate + Risk premium (5.13) 

The risk premium depends on the systematic risk (= market risk which cannot be ehminated 
through diversification). It ,s the contributton of the securit) (investmentj to the o,.erall 
market risk. measured by the factor beta. It can be v.ritten as: 

Ri = Rt + p * I E(Rm) - Rr l  (5 .14)  
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where. R, = the required re tu rn  on the security (investment) 
R[ = Rtsk free rate 
[ E(Rm) - Rf] = Expected market risk premium 
E(Rm) = Expected return on market portfolio 
13 = Beta of the securib' (investment), defined as the portion of the total market 

variance v, hich is explained by Ihe security [investment). 

Replacing the required return on the securit) (investment) R, by the rate of  CoC, v,e can 
~rite: 

C o C  = Rr + [~ * [ E(Rm)-  Rr]. (5.tS) 

We need three mputs to CAMP to determine the rate of  CoC" 

T h e  Risk Free Rate 
The risk free rate is the yield on a risk free asset. An asset is risk Free ff its expected 
return can be determined v. ith certaimy. The implication is that there is no default and 
reinvestment risk. Therefore, the risk free rate should be optimall~ calculaled from 
govemmem zero-coupon bond. Concerning the maturity of  such a bond, both models 
use the short term y=eid on T-Bills and long-term ytelds on, government bonds We 
recommend that the maturity (duration) of  the risk free asset should correspond to the 
duration of  the cash flov, o f  the in'~eslment. An acquisition valuation utilizes the yield 
to maturib'  of  a long-term (e.g. 10-15 5'ear) gox ernmem zero coupon bond. If there is 
no zero coupon bond with the above characteristics available in the market, the pasoff  
pattern can be decomposed as a series of zero coupon bonds. 

The  Risk Premium 
The risk premium is the additional rate requwed b) investors to im, est in the market 
portfolio (in the original ,,ers~on of  the CAPM it =s understood to be overall weahh in 
the economy). It measures ',,.hat insestors, on average, demand as an extra retunl for 
investing in the market portfolio relative to the risk free rate. In pract=ce, we usually 
estimate the risk premium b) considering the historical performance of  stock market 
indexes as compared to the yields on risk free assets. Since both the risk free rate and 
the yield on market portfolio rmplicitly include the effect of changing inflation rate. 
the historical risk premium is already net of  inflation effects. We use a historical 
aserage over a long time horizon in the calculation The geometric mean seems to be 
more appropriate than the arithmetic mean. Generall),  the risk premium is assumed to 
be in the range of  6%-8% ~t. 

Beta 
Beta measures the risk that the investment adds to the market portfolio. Beta of an 
asset is defined as the covariance of  the asset (R.) v.ith the market portfolio (Rml 
divided by the variance of  the market portfolio. 

L, For mslanc¢, m the case of determmalion of CoC for a P C Insurer from Ihe devclopmg counlrms (¢ g. CEE 
region) v,¢ can face the problem 01" no available Iran,parcnl historical data for the calculallofl o f  market risk 
premium and insurance bda., b{ere. ~.~.e can e=ther use one of  lhe modificd approaches for de'~elopmg economies 
or the information pro'.ided by rating agencies (risk prermum resuhing from coumry so', erogn rating) or our 
ot~ n anal} sl's estimation. 
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[~ = coy (R~, R,) / v a r  (Rm) = c o r r  (R,., Ri) * {3" (R,) / O (Rm). (5.16) 

h tells us what portion of the total market variance is explained by the respective asset 
It is clear that the higher the correlation between the respective asset and the market 
portfolio ~+ and the higher the standard deviation of  that asset, the higher the amount of 
s~stematic ask which is inherent in that in'+estment as compared ',~ith the overall 
market 
In the CAPM, the risk premium for an in,.estment is captured by the beta factor. Beta 
is usuall3 estimated b) regression of  historical data. 

In summau', when. 
13 > I : the asset is characterized b) higher fluctuation than the market portfolio, 
is thus more risk)', and the investors require a higher return than on the overall 
market portfolio, 
13 < I: the asset is characterized b) lower fluctuation than the market portfolio, is 
thus less risky, and the investors require a lower return than on the overall 
market portfolio. 
13 = I: the asset is characterized by the same fluctuation as the market portfolio, 
and is as risk) as the market portfolio 

Cri l ic ism of the C A P M  

Recently, se',eral objections have emerged to the standard version of  the CAPM. They 
concern both the praclical evidence and its theoretical foundations. There are several studies 
in the financial literature den' , lag the empirical vahdit.,, of  the CAPM (e.g. market anomalies 
such as size effect, January effect, etc L~). Concerning the theoretical foundations, academics 
argue that the static (single-period~ CAPM does not full) address the issues. This criticism 

is resulted in Merton's  intertemporal CAPM and the consumption CAPM of Breedon . 

An alternatjse theou,, to the CAPM is represented by the Arbitrage Pricing Model (APT). The 
theoretical foundations of  the APT were established in the paper of  S. Ross (28). Like the 
CAPM, there are Iv,'o sources of  risks: firm-specific (di'+ersifiable) and market (systematic. 
undiversifiable). The expected ask premium is affected b) undiversifiable risk. While there 
is onl) one source o f  market risk captured in the market portfolio m the CAPM, the total risk 
premium under the APT consists of  multiple risk premiums, each one relating to a specific 
market risk exposure. 

Despite all the objections, the key contribution of the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) is 
that it provides an insight to the relationship between required return and risk. It recognizes 
that only market (systematic. undiversifiable) ask matters. The distinction bet~seen 
diversifiable and undi,,ersifiable risk. as the basic underlying assumption of  the CAPM. has a 
timeless v.",lid ity. 

': It imphes the smaller dl'.ersff~canon effect b~.' adding Ihe asset to the markel ponloht). 
'~ For instance, see lhe '.,.ork of Fama E F.. French K R Size and Book-m-Market Fa¢lors in Earnings and 
Relurns. Journal of Finance 50. Ig~5 The.', sho',,.ed iha| slo+,:ks of small compames and those ,.,. ah a high book- 
to-market r:.tllO re:lch abo'.e a,eragc return +, 
" Menon R C An Inlerlempt~ral Capll31 Asset Pn+:ing Model: E,+:onomelrica+ 'k'ol 4 I. No 5. September 1973. 
" Brecden D T An Interlemporal Capital As,.el Pricing Model t¢llh Stochastic Con+.umptlon and In,.estmenl 
Oppononlties. Journal of Fmanci~l Economics. September 19~q 
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Currentl,',, the CAPM represents the standard and most v,'idel,, used model for measuring 
market risk in practice. Because of its elegance and simplicity, it is also v, idel.,, accepted 
among practitioners in the P/C Insurance industr3. 

5.2.2.2. Applications to the PIC Insurance Industry - Selected Issues 

The following questions are a big concern to actuaries 

What should the required rate of CoC be for the P,'C insurance industr3? 
What is the riskiness of the P/C insurance companies as compared with other 
corporations? 

There are no unique answers to these questions. On the one hand. we find arguments 
justt~'ing a higher rate of CoC. assuming that P.'C insurance companies are more risk,, 
because of their long tailed business, catastrophic risks, and Iov,'er transparency to investors. 
On the other hand. the analysis of historical betas refutes these arguments. This issue is not 
completely sol',ed either in theory or in practtce. Hov.ever. we beheve there ~s no systematic 
reason to treat the determination of CoC in a completely different ',va~, than in other 
industries. This statement ]s in line ~,.ith our thes~s that the higher or lower riskiness of the 
P/C insurance industr3, should be considered primarily in the appropriate amount of risk- 
adjusted capital. The implications are as tbllows" 

Risk profile =:. Risk adjusted capital =:. Required rate of return (CoC). 

With regard to the application of the CAPM in the P.'C insurance industr3 'n', v.e briefly 
address the follo~,, mg issues, which are often discussed among the practitioners: 

Insurance Betas 
We generally assume that the beta of the valuated compan• is the same as the industry 
beta. Nevertheless, we must keep m mind that such a simplification neglects the 
differences in the risk profile both on the investment side (asset risks) and the 
under'.sriting side (underwriting risks) Generally, the betas for the P/C insurance 
mdustr3, are estimated to be less than I. 

The LOB Specific Discount Rate 
In some valuation models, ~se meet v.ith LOB specific discount rates, rellecting 
differing risks b.', LOB. Recalling the implication of the previous paragraph, R2sk 
profile =:. R~sk adjusted capital =:. Required rate of return (CoCt, we prefer to apply 
the same rate of CoC across the entire finn. First, we consider only the systematic risk 
of the particular LOB in the amount of risk-adjusted capital. Thus, the riskier LOB 
implies a higher amount of required.capital and a higher expected (required) profit 
margin. Then. the risk-adjusted profitabdtt.,, is compared to the benchmark orthe CoC 
for all LOB This procedure is fully consistent ',,.ith the EVA-based valuation 
approach. Here. the item costs of holding capital, as a product of CoC and risk- 
adjusted capital ~7, implicitly include the riskiness of a particular LOB. 

Conclusion 

~' For further dlscus.qons ',~.e are refermg to Felblum $.. Thandt N. Financial Pricing Models for Propen:,- 
Casualu, Insurance Producls. rhe I'ar~et Relurn on Captl~l. CA'5 Paper. 2003 
~ As a remark '.~.e assume that the invested capital ts allocaled IO [.C)I~ on a risk-adjusted basis. 
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The rate of CoO is the critical input in any DCF IEVA'I based ',aluation It represents the 
discount rate of future cash flo,,ss. In an EVA-based valuation, the alternative costs of holding 
capital are reflected m this input. Although its determination follosss a particular theoretical 
concept, usuall.v CAPM. the resulting rate is alwa)s arbitrat3.' and is influenced by subjective 
factors as bell.  Many questions specific to the business of insurance arise in an application to 
the P/C insurance mdustr3. For this reason, the rate or Cost of Capital and its individual 
components should be anal3zed ve~' carefull,, and tested by sensiti,,it2,.' anal3sis. Small 
changes in this parameter substantially impact the range of possible outcomes. 

5.2.3. Cash Flow Projections 

Cash flo,.,, projections together with CoC determine the second component of an EVA-based 
',aluation approach termed Market Value Added (MVA). MVA is defined as the sum of 
projected profits net or costs of holding capital at discounted values. MVA can be a 
substantial part of the acquisition price value. The calculation consists of explicit cash rio'.,. 
modeling and determination of terminal value, which ~s discussed later in this paper. 

V = NA\.,0 ÷ MVA = NAV0 ÷ , ~/.. _ _ E  l",.I, + E l ' 4 r .  , 
,~ (1 + CoC)' C o C * ( I + C o C )  r 

We ,,,,'ill focus on the most important aspects of the cash riot'.' projections ofP, C Insurers The 
projection of cash flows sets a higher modeling standard than. as an e\ample, the 
determination of NAV. which is influenced mainl) by the accounting methodology and the 
scope of the particular economic approach 

The anal.vsis orcash flow projections starts with t~,.o basic assumptions: 
I. Ongoing concern. The assumption that the entit.', ,sill run its business as an ongoing 

concern has a basis in the purpose of the acquisition valuation. 
2. Consistenc.', The cash flow projections should be consistent with the NAV 

determination v.ith respect to the valuation principles, e.g. economic approach ",s. 
accounting standards. 

For an ongoing concern, the future cash flov, s can be divided into: 

• Run-offofexist ing business 
• Future business 

What are the crucial issues with respect to run-off business'? Recall how NAV was derived 
and all the factors included in the economic approach The runoff of existing business is 
substantiall.,, influenced b> the extent to which the economic approach is utilized in the NAV 
determination For instance, if  ",,.e utilize a clear economic approach including the 
discounting of reserves, then the runoffof  existing business, except for the unearned premium 
reser,.'e ~, ~ould already be fully considered m NAV. Hotvever. as tse ha',e said before, the 
application of a clear economic approach does not al~'.a)s fit the needs of practical valuation 
modeling. For that reason, we are precise in following the exact appraisal principles of NAV 
determination. 

'~  D~:pgnds on Inlerprelatlons Under  certain c i rcumstances ,  run-off  from unearned premium reserve can be 
underslood onl.~ as  an apphcal=on o f  accrual  prm..:lple in a¢cotlnlln~. I malching } So. the economic sense behind 
that i,~ shghll.v dllTerenl from Ih¢ run-ol'l" o f  c la ims  r,a~er,.e.~. 
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The run-off of existing business consists of the following t'~,. o items: 

Run-off of unearned premium reserve. Unearned premium reserve (UEPI represents 
the deferral of v, ritten premium, according to pro-rata temporis. The release of UEP ~s 
related to the incurred losses in that the incurred loss is written as a claims ratio to 
earned premium in the cash flov, calculation. The calculation includes operational 
expenses and the release of DAC. Investment income is included since it is generated 
from assets co',ering both unearned premium rese~'e and claims reser'.es. The 
projection of UEP run-off should be in hne v,'ith all premium deficiencies ! 
redundancies in the NAV determination. In other v, ords. UEP run-offcan be seen as a 
matching concept in the accounting 

Run-off of claims reser,,es. The discounting of reserves is a key parameter in the run- 
off of claims reserves ~9. The ,.alue of the run-off equals zero if the discounted 
reser,..es are best estimate values since realized m,.estmenl income is offset by the 
amortization of the discount. If the claims reser'.'es are undiscounted, the run-off 
consists of the investment income that the assets supporting the undiscounted claims 
reserve yield. We assume the reserves are set up correctly. 

The tail of the run-off of existing business is of crucial imporulnce for cash flo~.,, projection. 
The long-term nature of the insurance business necessitates that the anal',st examine the 
impacts of variables such as inflation, claims inflation, or interest rates on the run-off of the 
reser~,e. 

We now explore the various aspects of cash flov. projection taken into consideration ",,,'hen 
creating the appropriate valuation model. 

5.2.3.1. Scenario Testing vs.  Stochastic Analysis 

The first question to address is whether to calculate cash-flow projechons based on scenario 
testing, stochashc analysis, or a combination of both. There are man.~ studies discussing the 
advantages and disadvantages of both approaches ',sith respect to the objectives of the 
applications (e g. for details see Feldblum (17). (23)). We briefl.', describe the relevance of 
the issue to valuations. 

Scenario testing represents the deterministic approach to modeling, ,.,.here static set of input 
'.ariables is used. The sets of input assumptions are determined by an analyst as reasonable 
scenarios of the future development. Therefore. the mutual consistenc,, betv.een inputs is of a 
great concern. We can use a deterministic model to answer: "What happens, if ...?" 
questions. Furthermore, the extensions b,, sensiti'~il.,, and stress testing are of a big 
contribution. 
The authors of (23) summarized the main advantage of deterministic scenarios as follows: 
"'One advantage ofdetermimstic scenarios is that the.', can be tailored to reflect management's 
judgment and develop a consistent, plausible expectation about the future. Therefore, it is 
important that the economic variables describing the scenario be consistent v. ith each other 
and with the underwriting and other ~.ariables. as v.ell." 

'~ Besides the e~.-posl adequac.', of claims reser:es re~,Ulllng from the SlOCha_~lic characler o( lhe insurance 
process 
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Stochastic anal)sis,  on the other hand, uses '~ariables thal are selected randoml) from 
probability d~stributions. It enables you to quantify some function of  the variables, such as 
probability distribution of  profit, NAV and so on. When using stochastic analysis, v,e must 
pay close attention to the correct set of  interrelations between variables. 

What conclusions are to be taken concerning scenario testing and stochastic analysis in 
respect to the ' ,aluation purpose? 
It is clear thai stochastic anal)sis can pro~,ide some pieces of  information (e.g. probability 
distributions). ',,,hich '.~e cannot obtain from scenario testing On the other hand, the necessity 
of  correct and consistent inputs is much higher m stochastic anal)sis. That is the ke). 
assumption [f it is fulfilled, the application of stochastic analysis for valuation o f  PIC 
Insurers can be ',e{2,. useful. Otberw~se, v, hen this assumption is not fulfilled, the results from 
stochastic anal)sis could lead to some misleading conclusions. 

[n our point o f  v~ew, there are always some limitations cuncerning the access to correct data 
and their correct interpretation in the acquisition valuation process (possible information 
deficit o f  an analysl). Based on this thesis, we would prefer to base the valuation modeling 
on the scenario testing approach w~th the maximum attention paid to the sensitivit) anal)sis 
o f  key actuarial and financial parameters. We find this v.ay as a safer one, eliminating the 
risk o f  "garbage in, garbage out". In other v,'ords, it is no black box for an anal)st. 
Furthermore, the acquisition '.aluation is more sensiti'.e to and more influenced by strategic 
inputs The inputs are. b). definition, o f  a psychological nature and the contributwons o f  
stochastic anal,,, sis could be eliminated to a cerlam extent. 

Other factors influencing the selecuon of  a correct ,,aluafion model include the availability of 
data. the transparency and reliahd~t.', of  data. historical time series, transparency of  definitions 
used, and so on. 
In summaD', the cons~stenc) of inputs as ',,,ell as the serhng of correct relationships between 
them belongs to the highest principles, v, hich are subordinated to others. When creating a 
' ,aluation model (either deterministic or stochastic), there must be a lwa)s  considered the 
harmon)' betv, een the quality of  available data and the requirements for complexit) o f  a 
' ,aluation model as the highest priority 

5.2.3.2. EVA Time Horizon and  Termina l  Value 

The selection o f  the time horizon over which EVA is explicitl) estimated should take into 
accounL on one hand, the long term characler o f  insurance process, ,,,,'here the payout pattern 
of  clmms rese~es  is of  a crucial ~mponanee and the anal )s t ' s  ability to set correct 
assumptions for the far future, on the other hand. 
Generall),, in the insurance industr), the rule is that the explicit cash flow modeling is 
reasonable up to 15-20 .','ears. Above this level, all assumptions are becoming too speculative, 
so the determination of  terminal ~.alue comes into question. Ho',~,ever, within this 15-year 
le',.el of  explicit modeling we ~.ou[d also recommend identification o f  the initial phase over 
',~hich some aggressive assumptions (e.g. gro'xth rates, s',nerk.~.' effects) are acceptable." We 
are of the opimon, that this initial phase should not exceed 5 )ears,  as the period o,.er ',~.hich 
the assumphons can be estimated ~ith the highest correctness. Then, the inputs during the 
second phase should be assumed in a more conservati~,e manner. 
In this respect, v,e recommend establishing a controlling mechanism, such as the positive gap 
bet',,een ROE and CoC. This gap should decrease tov,'ards the end of  the modeled horizon. 
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As already mentioned, the EVA based valuation approach offers a "~ery elegant treatment of  
the terminal value. 

We assume that after a long time period, e.g. 15 ~,ears, there is no reason that the return on 
eqmt3 should exceed the cost o f  capital :°. In other words, the company v, ill operate at a level 
of  profitabdily equal to CoC. Under this assumption, the terminal '~alue equals zero. 

ROE = CoC =~, EVA = 0 ==~ T E R M I N A L  VALUE = 0 (5.17) 

Terminal value is often overestimated in the acquisition price when the '~aluation follo',,,s a 
traditional DCF approach. Follo,.'.ing (5.17), we can be sure o f  no o',erestimation of  the 
terminal value in an EVA based approach. 

ROE >>CoC Decreasing gap 
e.g. 5 years <ROE --~ CoC) 

Isl ahase 2nd phase 
Pq 

ROE = CoC 
t, EVAs = 0 =:, TV = 0 

p P 

Explicit  modeling of EVA - e.g. 15 years  Te rmina l  value (TV) 

Figure 8: Periods of cash flow modeling (an example) 

5.2.3.3. Inputs to Cash Flow Modeling 

Once v.e decide on the valuation model and the time horizon of  the model, x,,e shift to the 
identification o f  inputs to the cash flow projecuon. Inputs are categorized b) the general 
economic environment, legal and political stabilit3, industD specific factors and 
de~.elopments in the insurance market, and company specific factors. Figure I in Appendix A 
illustrates this point. 

Each le'~el of  this hierarchy requires different data sources and also difl'erent treatment in 
respect to impacts and consequences for valuation. This classification (hierarchy) also 
corresponds to the scope to ,.,.hich the inputs are controllable and influenceable by the 
acqmring compan) in the middle, respectively long term. While the first three classes of  
factors are to be understood as e~:ternall) determined and therefore unmfluenceable (by 
industry-specific factors under the assumption of  complete competition m the insurance 
market), the last group of  inputs - company-specific - can be in the middle term to a certain 
extent controllable and manageable b.', the management of the company. 

I. Faelors  of macroeconomic development 

Generally. the insurance industD belongs to the most exposed sectors to macroeconomic 
de'.elopment. The variables such as inflation, risk free rate. term structure of interest rates, 
stock market index, growth o f  GDP and so on can substantmlly influence the characteristics of  
both existing and future business. Taking into account the long-term character of  the 

:5 Th,s assumption results from the applicalzon of efficient market h.,.polhems 4 see chapter .I 3 for deta,lsl 
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insurance business, e,,en small changes in an), of  those parameters matler. For thai reason, it 
is necessary to implemenl into the valuation model the relationships belween economic 
variables and under ' r i l ing  and in',eslmems parameters. The valuation model should at least 
embrace the follov, ing interrelalions. There is usually a close correlalion belween inflalion 
and risk free rate. Risk free rate determines through the ).ield structure of interest rates the 
investment income and through Cost of Capital the discount rate. On the other hand, inflation 
correlates to claims inflation, as a parameter impacting on the ultimate value of claims 
reserves. Furthermore, stock market index is in the long term determined b). nominal grov.th 
or GDP, consisting of ils inflationar), and real component Next, the investment yield on 
stocks influences Ihe tale required b), investors to make an investment - Cost of Capital and 
SO OIl. 
Putting together all key interrelations, ~,,'e should be prepared For ansv, ering questions: "'What 
happens, i f  ...". For that reason, a detailed sensitixil~, anal.,,sis is needed, under the 
assumption that the established relations between key variables are also a subject o f  
uncerIainty and should be tested on sensifivit.', as well. Moreover. stress testing on some 
extreme developmems (long recession, deflation, inllalionar?, shocks, etc.) could identify 
some too large risk exposures. 

2. Factors of external legal and political development 

The perceived stability in respect to legal and pohtical development significantly influences 
how the countr?., is appreciated among the potenlml in,,eslors. Among others, this aspect 
determines the country risk premium (e.g. according Io rating), as a component of Cost of 
Capital. With regard to valualion, v,e recommend testing the impacts of changed risk 
premium on the present value of future cash flov.. Furthermore, it is ad~.,isable in the case of 
the developing economies to consider the possibilily of extreme events (e.g. political 
instability), impl)ing Ihe application of stress testing. 

3. Factors of insurance markel development 

For the cash flow projection industD-specific inputs are vet?,.' important as well. Here. v.e 
point out the expected grov,,,lh of lotal insurance markel (insurance penetralion - Iota] premium 
as % of GDP). selling restrictions and limitations for applied growlh rates. Furthermore. the 
prediction of insurance market structure could provide us v, ilh some necessao inputs v.hen 
projecting growth rates on the le,.el per lines of business. In some models, there are also 
incorporated the characlerist~cs concerning undenvriting cycles (hard vs. soft market). 
Finally, we should also take into account less quamifiable factors such as trends in the stale 
regulalion, integration of financial sen'ices and so on 

4. Factors of,*aluated enli~' 

The first task regarding company-specific factors consists of Ihe identification of the inputs to 
be considered in the valuation model. The relevant classification could folio,.,, the iv, o- 
dimensional basic hierarchy. First. the insurance process and its particular components 
represent one criterion for classification. According to that. v,.e could distinguish the 
follov, ing areas of compan.,,-specific inputs: 

• Analysis of premium assumptions ~ premium module 
• Anal.,,sis of expenses assumptions ~ expenses module 
• Anal.~ sis of claims assumptions => claims module 
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• Analysis of investments assumptions =:, investments module 

The next criterion for classificat=on results from the subject setting the assumptions. Here, we 
must explicitly treat the strategic inputs (to be delivered by management) as compared v.ith 
the underwriting / financial inputs (responsibilit) of  actuaries and financial analysts). 
Strategic inputs, as discussed in Section 3, have connections mainly to premium and expenses 
(respecti',el) claims) modules: 

• Growth rates above market level 
• Growth rates vs. claims ratio assumptions 
• Synergy/diversification effects 
• Growth synergy 
• Economy of scale 
• Embedded options 

Ever). valuation model should start '*'*ith the premium module, ,.,,here the assumptions 
concerning growth rates of premium per lines of  business would be the covering output. The 
growth rate of the premium should be in the next step broken dou.n into the growth rate of 
number of  nov, business, the growth rate of average premium of nov, business, the average 
grov, th rate of premium in the portfolio (valorization rate) and the cancellation rate (porlfoho 
outflow). Furthermore, the assumptions about payment pattern are beneficial. The premium 
module should be also linked to industr)'-specific factors (grov, th of market premium etc.). 
With the premium module are very closely connected the parameters of expenses. Usually, 
the expenses are modeled separately for commissions, other acquisit=on expenses (both are 
modeled as variable ratios related to written or earned premium) and operational expenses, 
which need to be divided into fixed and variable parts. Just in the fixed part of operational 
expenses we can identi~ together v, ith the applied growth rate of premium the effects of 
economy of scale. 
The claims module includes besides the claims ratio of accident / calendar .','ears also the 
modeling of run-off of claims rese~'es and the assumption about payout pattern. It is 
advisable to hnk the ultimate value of reserves to claims inflation (see connections to 
macroeconomic factors). 
Finally, the investment module should be completely connected to the macroeconom~c 
module. It includes CoC calculation, projection of investment ',ields per investment classes, 
portfolio structure and reinvestment rules. 

The sources for compan)-specific inputs are predominantly: 
• Analysis of historical performance (development, trends, etc.) 
• Risk portfolio analysis (underwriting, investment and operational risks) 
• Analyst 's expectations 

Implementation of cash flow model 

Once we have identified key factors infuencing cash flow projection, we must put them 
together and build up a valuation model. Whereb) the setting of relationships and 
interdependencies poses the most significant requirement. Here, the feasibility of selected 
dependencies is of a crucial importance. Typically, the whole model o fa  P/C Insurer consists 
of the consecutive dependencies creating a modular construction, where the first '*ariable 
influences the second one which is connected to the third one and so on I.for example, see 
Figure 2 in the Appendix A). Next, by setting the relationships between ~..ariables, it is worth 
keeping in mind their implied consequences on the total result. On the one hand, there are 
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factors *.,.hose impacts on the total result are due to dependencies and relationships partly 
compensated and thus reduced by the opposite change in other factors. On the other hand, a 
change in one parameter can cause the consecuti,,e changes in other parameters affecting lhe 
result predominantly in the same direction (dependencies even mu]tipl.', the initial effect). In 
order to be sure that the model ',.`orks as we intended, it can be a good logical exercise to 
anticipate all the effects resulting l'rom an initial change in one parameter. In our point o f  
~,ie~. an anal sst should al',~a.',s be able to intuitively Ibresee the impacts o f  an.+,' change in 
underlymg assumptions on total result l',ve are speaking about deterministic model). 
Otherv. ise, the valuation model, despite its deterministic character, is beeommg a veo 
difficult controllable "'black box" v. ith the implications on its credibility. 
Consequentl), we also recommend setting up some checking mechanisms on the le,.el o f  
respective modules and dependencies between them. For instance, the)' can be in the form of  
difference ratios, such as the difference between proJected premium gro~+.th rate and market 
grov,'th rate (cheek of  adequac~ o f  applied gro.`~th rates), the gap bet,seen ROE and CoC or 
the d~fference betv.een prendum growth and growth rate o f  expenses leffect o f  economy o f  
scale). 

Finally. we must establish several output sheets in the valuation model, ser',ing for lhe 
presentation purpose: 

• P&L statenlent 
• Balance sheet 
• Ke.', financial indicators (solxenc) and capital requirements. NAV,  internal rate o f  

return, etc.) 
• O',ervie.`,. of  main valuatlon assumptions etc. 

5.2.3.4. Scenario Testing and Sensitivily Analysis 

At the beginning of this chapter, it is ',,,'orlh rentembering that v,.e suppose Ihe exclusive 
application of deterministic modeling. Based on the completed valuation model ',,,,hh all the 
~.armbles and interrelations. ',~.e staff constructing ,.arious scenarios 
The main ad,,antage of scenario testing consists in the possibdit,, of reflecting se,.eral 
analysts' respectivel.', management 's judgments concerning Future de.`:elopment. That is 
under the assumption that the variables are in each scenario consistent with each other 
(macroeconomic. underv.riting, investments variables etc.) Generally, the selection of 
scenarios should conmder the environment in which the insurer operates as a whole. It should 
reflect the reasonable expectation about future development The analysts must ensure the 
feasibdit.v of assumed interactions bet,.~.een variables. For example, an increase in interest 
rates x,.ould not be probabl.', in line ',.`ith the decrease in discount rate (CoC) and so on. Due 
to the character of deterministic mc, deling (pard.,, subjective determination of scenarios), there 
is a risk of either too Favorable or ad',.erse set of assumptions For thal reason, different 
scenarios are to be prepared, ranging from opt.mistic to pessimistic ahernati'.es. On the other 
hand. in order to keep the valuauon stud.'.' sufficientl) effective and manageable, it is practical 
to v.ork .`'.Jth the limited number of scenarios (e.g. ma.,Jmally 5 scenarios) 

First. ~..̀ e staff v. ilh a base-case scenario as an outgoing base lbr further alternative scenarios 
and sensmvity testing. The base-case scenario consists of the most probable valuation inputs 
concerning expectations about future development. ,.'.~th the primary focus on the mutual 
consistent.,, between the '.ariables. The inputs to base-ca~e scenario are determined according 
to best estimate practice. In the next step, it is recomntended to develop also the v,,orst-case 
scenario as the combination of se',.eral adverse but still reasonable assumptions, in order to 
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explicitly present the extreme range of possible outcomes and to '.,,am against potential 
dangers of an acquisition. In addition to base case scenario, v,e continue building up 
additional (3, 4) a l l e r n a l h e  scenarios, consisting of alternative selections of one or more 
particular variables and their particular values. We are of the opinion that the application of 
ahernative scenarios comes into question maml3` m the case of analysis of various strategic 
inputs. For example, v,e can explore the effects of changed grox'.th rates, syner~'  effects, 
claims development or CoC. The reason behind that is to draw the attention of the decision 
makers to the impacts of some crucial (e.g. strategic) assumptions, pointing out the 
uncertainty inherent in the valuation. 

While different alternati~.e scenarios should embrace several simple modifications of base- 
case scenario reflecting the aualyst's judgments about the potential changes in assumptions 
(mainly strategic inputs), the contribution of sensitivity analysis  offers the possibilit.', of 
going further into detail, ",,,ithout loosing the necessary transparency and clarity with regard to 
presentation purpose. 
Not onl? analysts, but also decision makers, should be interested in the issues ',,,hat happens ~f 
something other happens In order to ansv, er this kind of questions: "'What happens, if ...?", 
we must adjust the model for applications of sensitivity testing, which is usually linked to 
base-case scenario. 

We see the main contributions of sensiti,,it3, analysis for the ",.aluation of P/C Insurance 
companies: 

,, To emphasize that the outcomes of the valuation models are dependent on the 
particular set of assumptions; if the',' are changed, the results are also different: there 
is either "no correct" or "'no '.~rong" outcome. The importance of selected valuation 
assumptions is to be always pointed out. 

• To highlight the uncertaimy inherent in the ,.aluation. 
• Consistent ,.~ith the stochastic and long term character of insurance business. 
• The possibihty of identifying ke~ value dri',ers, as the ',ariables mostl.', affecting the 

results. 

We should test the sensitwity on at least the follo'.,.ing areas of inputs and their respective 
components: 

• Premium gro',,,th rates (he'.'. business, avg. premium, cancellation rate) 
• Claims development (accident claims ratio, run-off result, payout pattern, claims 

mflalion'l 
• Expense ratios (commissions, other acquisition expenses, fixed vs. variable part of 

operational expenses, economy of scale) 
• Discount rates (CoC, risk free rate. risk premtum) 
• Investments 3,ields t3, ield structure of interest rates, risk free rate, inflation rate, stock 

market index) 

Sometimes it cannot be satisfying to test the variables under the fixed interdependencies. It 
can be also '.e~' beneficial to test the sensiti',.ity of a variable, while isolating the related 
effects on other variables (other variables are kept constant = no interdependencies). Based 
on this, we can ehminate the combined effects from the model and explore separatel3` the 
change in one parameter, without affecting others On the one hand. v.e can test the change in 
inllat~on rate including the corresponding effects on risk free rate. interest rates, investment 
income, CoC, claims inflation and ultimate ~.alues ofclaims reserves and so on. On the other 
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hand, ,.'.e can exclude all the relationships and test the change in inflation only in relation to 
claims inflation affecting ultimate values o f  claims reserves. 

As alread} mentioned, one of  the conclusions from sensiti',ity anal)sis should be the 
identification of  key value dri~,ers (NAV, CoC, gro',~th rates, s.vner~..', diversification and 
control effects and so on). which substantial[} impact the determination of final value. 

Finall}. '.~,e can implement into the valuation stud} the appendix to sensitivity anal)sis - stress  
testing - consisting of  selecting se'~eral extremes, but stdl reasonable, assumptions about 
future de~,elopment and the potential ~mpaets on the insurer 

5.Z.4. Decomposition of the Acquisition Price 

After v.e have prepared several scenarios and tested ke) variables for sensiuvit}, comes the 
question whether the results are reasonable and plausible. We should man anal}zing the 
acquisition price ,.~,ith the follo,.,.ing questions. 

• Do we understand the outcomes o f  the valuation model? 
• Are the.`.' in line ~ith our expectations? 
• How can ",,,e apprecmte that the resulted outcomes (acquisition price) are adequate? 

One of  the possible solutions can be to break dov, n the acqmsition price into the particular 
components and then all the components appreciate separatel} step b} step. It enables better 
understanding &the  sources that generate the acqmsilion price (value). 

The primaD decomposiuon of  acquisition price is alread} defined b} the basic equation of  the 
EVA-based ,,aluation approach. 

r E$:4, EV4r .  ~ 
V = NA\ 'o  .4- MVA = NAVo + 'S" - -  + 

,= ( l + C o C ) '  C o C * ( l + C o C ~  r 

According to that, we dlstingmsh bet'.,,een: 
• NAV. as the difference between Imarket) values of assets and liabilities. It represents 

the state of in',ested capital as of  the appraisal date. 
• Discounted ~,alues of future profits net of costs of holding capital (MVA), consisting 

of the period of explicit modeling and the terminal value. 

Already this basic decomposition can reveal some ke} connections. It is certain that the first 
component - NAV - is the safer one wnh respect to the adequac} of  the acquisition price. 
MVA, on the other hand. is created to a large extent b} expectations about the future 
dexelopment. It is wonh emphasizing, that there are no recommendations ,.~ hat should be the 
correct portion of value of  "'positi'.e expectations about the future" - MVA. Hov, e,.er, '.,,e 
should anal}ze the adequacy of  MVA as related to the total value {V = NAV + MVAj ve~' 
carefull}. The higher the share of MVA. the more aggressive the acquisition seems to be. 

Nevertheless, we can do a small logical contemplation Let us suppose the case ofdistributed 
profits and infinite horizon with the same assumptions concerning ROE and CoC over the 
whole infinite. We are interested in the relauonship betx,.een ROE and CoC and the 
corresponding impact on the proportions bev,',een NAV and MVA on the total ',alue (V). 
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Going out from equation (5.7), v.e can easnly prove that" 

M\ 'A  = NAV * (ROE - C o C ) ) C o C .  (5.181 

Substituting the term NAV from 115.18) into ~5.8) ~ ields: 

MVA / V= (ROE - CoC) / ROE.  (5.19) 

Follov, ing the equation (5.19), the share of  MVA on the total VALUE (V) is given b~ the 
excess of  ROE above CoC as related to ROE For g~',en CoC = 10%, ~e can illustrate this 
dependency on the follov, ing graph. 

MVA as a portion of total value in dependence on 
ROE (CoC = 10%) 

70% [ 
60*/0 

,~ 50%. 
> ,oo/. I 

- iii;i.I/ 
10% 12% 14% 16% 18% 20% 22% 24% 26% 28% 30% 

ROE 

Figure 9: Dependency between the por t ion of  MVA on the total ~alue and  R O E  (CoC = 
10%) 

You can see that the share o f  MVA on the total '..alue (NAV + MVA) e',,ceeds 50% if the 
projected ROE is higher than 20%. 
Th~s example clearl,, illustrates the connection bet~,.een the h~gh share of  MVA on the total 
value and the corresponding positive expectations about the future, as embodned in the 
projected ROE ratio. It is up to analysts to appreciate whether the portions o f  MVA are still 
realistic or not. See also Appendix C illustrating the ',alue in dependence on ROE and CoC 
for 15-year and infimte horizon. 

In the next step. we can further break down the ",alue of  MVA according to the ' .aluation 
process as described in Section 3.3: 

• Status quo valualion 
• Valuation of  s.~nerg2.. / diversnfication effects 
• Valuation ofeffects  ofcomrol  
• Valuation o f  embedded options 

It means to explicitl) model all the assumptions concernnng s.',nerg.', .' dhers i f icat ion and 
control effects and to follow all the consecuti,.e steps (for details see chapter three). Then, we 
could decompose MVA into: 
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• Value based on status quo valuation 
• S.~nerE, ," dhersification acquisition premium 
• Cont ro l  acquisition premium 
• ~,alue ofembedded options 

There is ah~.a)s a danger that a high acquisition price is justified by high ~,..eights of synergy / 
divers~ficauon and control acqmsition premium and ',alue of embedded options. Thus, such a 
decomposinon should provide detailed insight into this issue in order to avoid either too 
positive expectations or an)' double counting of ke) items (e.g high gro'.~.th rates are 
considered both m the status quo valuatmn and in the overestimation of synerg) effects). For 
that reason, a careful discussion about the structure of acquisition pace is necessaD. 

5.2.5. Applicalion of other  Valuation Methods 

Although the 'aluation modeling is usually based on the DCF (EVA) approach, the final 
acquisition price is in practice al'.~ays compared with benchmarks given b) either relative 
valuation or stock market approach. For that reason, a simple application of both is 
beneficial. It could pro ' ide us ,.,nth some important information about the adequacy of 
acquisition price, as well. For details see Section 4. 

5.2.6. Presentation of Outcomes 

The last secnon or the ~,aluation process is to be de'. oted to the presentation of outcomes. The 
analysts should not m any case underestimate this point. Without tr?.'mg to present here the 
comprehensi'.e issue, the set of information provided to decision makers ',,ith respect to 
valuation process should include the following pans: 

• Summary of key assumptions on x~hich ,,aluation '~as based 
• Risks inherent in valuation 
• Presentation of selected scenarios tin the form ofsimplif ied P&L and over, ie'~, of ke.'. 

financial mdicators) 
• Presentauon o f  conc lus ions 

• Recommendations to Board of Directors 
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6. Summan' and Final Considerations 

6.1. Summa~' 

In the presented paper, we tried to capture the ',,,hole issue of acquisition valuation of P'C 
Insurance companies as comprehensive as possible. The paper .`,,as aimed at analyzing the 
acquisilion valuation of P."C Insurers from different perspecti,.es..`,.'hereby some aspects were 
only roughly suggested, without going too much into detail. We did not v, ish to present the 
next m a long line of other alread.', existing actuarial models of the P.,'C insurance business. 
On the contrar.'., the presented study can be complementar3, to those models. It should 
provide actuaries '.vith different insights into this topic from various perspectives, which are 
not so often discussed in the actuarial profession. The paper should ser~.e as a theoretical 
background, combining both the kno'.,.ledge of corporate finance and economics of P/C 
Insurance. Moreo,.er, we tried to balance theoretical and practical aspects..`,.'hereby 
sometimes v,.e only, outlined the practical imphcations and consequences and let on the reader, 
if interested, to explore a particular problem more deeply. Our approach was primarily 
derived from the financtal perspecti,,e, on .`~,hlch the actuarial models should build up. 

In the first part, v,e discussed the specifics of the P/C Insurance business '*lth the aim to 
define, besides other generall,, accepted financial principles to valuation, the basic playground 
for Ihe valuation of P,'C Insurance companies Subsequentl). ,..`e explored the strategic part of 
the acquisition process," highlighting the importance of s.vnergy, diversificauon and control 
effects. Here, we emphasized the appropriate conclusions and consequences for .`aluatton 
modeling. Then. the short description of basic valuation methods, as applied in corporate 
finance, v.as conducted '..`'ith the conclusion to base our valuation approach on the EVA 
principles. After comprehensi~.e theoretical introduction, '*e dealt v.ith two components of 
EVA-based valuation: determination of Net Asset Value (NAV) and cash flov, projection 
(MVA). Here. the connections to either applied accounting methodolo~' vs economic 
approach to valuation '.,,ere discussed, ",,.ith the focus on consislenc.v between NAV 
determination and cash flow projection. Finally, '.,,.e explored different aspects of cash flow 
modeling. This paper concludes with some final cons~derauons. 

6.2. Final Thoughts about Limitasions of Valuation 

It is for sure. that there is no unique valuation approach for P/C Insurers. There is no "'the 
onl) correct" approach. There is no "'completel) wrong" approach. Nevertheless, we could 
summarize se~,eral principles to be fulfilled, ~hatever ",aluation approach (model) is 
concerned. 

I. Reflection ofin,.estors' point of view 
2. Reflection of specifics or P.'C insurance business 
3. Reflection of strategic aspects 
4. Preference of economic approach 
5. Conservatism concerning future development 
6. The consistency of a model matters 
7 Clari b' and transparency of a model is subordinated to its complexit', 
8. To emphasize the assumptions on v.hich a particular result is based 
9. There will be always a large piece of uncertainb 
10. To keep "the big picture" 
I I. Reflection of outsiders' point of vie.̀ .̀ . 
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12. No model can foresee future 
13. Logic and managerial intuition ~ ill always pla', an important role 

Furthermore. v,e must be av, are thai e',ery ',.aluation process runs in the real time under the 
current external environment. It can substantmllv influence the expectations, as one of  the 
ke~ determinants o f  valuation inputs (time-dependency of  ,,aluation). Therefore. the 
appreciation o f  the same fact can vary at different periods completely. Valuation ',,,ill be 
always partly subjective and v, ill bring different outcomes depending on concrete 
personalities of analysts and decision-makers. With regard to the determination o f  final 
acquisition price, v.e are pretty sure that just the inputs determined by expectations and other 
strategic aspects are more important than an). other (actuarial) assumptions. In addmon, to 
avoid an',' misunderstanding and misleading interpretations, e',eD' ,.aluation should strongly 
emphasize its underl.,,ing assumptions, v, hEh can be ve~ changeable o' ,er t~me. We are 
com.inced, that this changing environment is becoming more and more important in the areas, 
which has been found up to no,.,, as quite deterministtc and predictable. 
To sum up, we must alv,,a.'.s keep in mind the uncenamt.,. (undetermmability) of  external 
en', ironment conceming future de,,elopment. This fact, on the one hand, gi'~es reasons for the 
existence o f  insurance industr', as a risk transformer, but on the other hand implies the 
uncertainl) inherent in the ~,aluation. Whatever the detailed ,,alualion model, v,e cannot by 
definition embrace the ,.,.hole complexit.', of  external world. Hov, e~,er, there are still 
remaining some principles that are timeless. 
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G l o s s a r y  o f  K e y  T e r m s  

Actuar ia l  / financial par t  of valuation process: Following the strategic part. it includes 
analysis of  actuarial, financial and in',estment ~.aluation inputs and their appropriate reflection 
m the ',aluation model. 
Book value approach: The value o f  a company is arri',ed at b) analyzing accounting 
statements, whereby different adjustments of particular items can be made to better reflect the 
market end, ironment 
Control effecls: The',' are given b~, add,tional positive value from restructuring of  poorl.', 
managed firms. 
Cost of capital  (CoC): Gi'.en the specil]c capital structure of P'C insurance companies, the 
determination of CoC in,.olves only the quantification of the cost of equity capital. CoC is to 
be interpreted as the rate required b) investors Io make an investment in the firm's equity. At 
this rate future cash rio'.', is discounted and thus investors" expectations concerning risk '~s. 
rev, ard tradeoff are reflected. 
Discounted cash flow approach (DCF): The leading principle of DCF is the rule of present 
',alue. The value of an) asset is determined b)' the present ,,alue of the expected future cash 
flow. 
Diversification effects: There are given by the reductmn of volatihty. 
Economic approach to valuation: The long-term, prospectb, e approach to ,,aluation, v.hich 
reflects both the current market environment and investors' poim of ~.iew. The economic 
approach should generally extend the accounting information using the anal)st 's  best estimate 
adjustments and other factors that need to be taken into consideration to correctl) reflect the 
in'. estors' point of ', ie~. 
Economic Value Added (EVA): EVA is defined as Profit after Tax (PAT) earned on 
invested capital and adjusted b.'. the costs of holding capital, reflecting im.'estors" opportunity 
COSTS. 
Embedded option: See Real option 
Equity: The book value of equity, as reported m the accounting statements, results from the 
application of valuation principles to insurance assets and liabilities according to particular 
accounting standards (see Valuation according to accounting principles). 
EVA based valuation: Derb, ed from the principles of DCF. the value of a company is 
determined by the sum of invested capital (NAV). as the difference betv, een the (market) 
values of assets and liabilities, and b v the discounted excesses of future profits (MVA) 
Investors '  point of view: The valuation based on in',estors' point of vie~,, primaril) goes out 
from the thesis that the companies are running their businesses with the obiect~ve of 
maximizing shareholder value from the long-term point of '¢ie~. 
Marke t  Value Added (MVA): MVA is defined as the sum of discounted future EVAs 
Net Asset Value (NAV): In comparison with the accounting term of equit), the 
determination of NAV. as the difference between (market) values of assets and liabilities. 
points out current market environment as '.veil as other faclors, v, hich need to be taken into 
consideration to correctl) reflect in'.estors' point of viev,. NAV is determined b) the 
economic approach (see Valuation according to economic approach). 
Option Pricing Theon ' :  If the im.estment embodies a strategic option such as flexibili b to 
expend a project, to postpone additional expansion or to abandon a project, the value of such 
an option (see Real option) should be deduced from Option-pricing theory. 
Real option: Tradttional DCF -based valuation methodologies may fail in including of some 
strategic aspects, v,'hich are embedded in the in,.estments, such as flexibility to expend a 
project, to postpone addmonal expansion or to abandon a proJect. Since the underlying assets 
are represented by real investments (business opportunities), we speak about real options 
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(embedded options). Because of the simdarity to financial options, their valuation follows 
Optmn Pricing Theory. 
Relative valuation: h goes out from the principle that the value of a company is derived 
from the value of a comparable compan). It utilizes s[andardized varmbles such as earnings, 
book value, profits, and sales 
Stock marke t  approach:  Following efficient market h spothesis, the xalue of a compan.', is 
determined b'. the price at v, hich its shares are being pubhcly traded 
Strategic part of valuation process: h includes anal.,.s~s of moti'.es behind an acquisition. 
its possible s x nergy, diversification, and control effects. Usualb.  managers are supposed to 
pro'..]de strategic inputs. 
S.vner~ effects: The)' represent the additional positive value from combining two firms. It 
causes the whole to be greater than the sum of the parts" ViA + B) > V(A) + VtB ). 
\ ' a luat ion according to accounting principles: The primaD' emphasis is placed on the 
information provided b) accounting statements tcompare ~,.ith Economic approach to 
xaluation) 
Value decomposilion: The decomposition of the ,,aluation process into the consecutive steps 
makes the price determination transparent ~sratus quo. control and synerg), premium. ,,'aloe of 
embedded options) 
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Appendix A: Figures 
Figure 1: Inputs to Cash Flow Modeling 
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Figure 2: An Example of Interdependeneies between Variables 
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Figure 3: EVA-based Valuation Approach - Value Decomposition 
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Appendix B: 

Value in Dependence on ROE and CoC 
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Appendix C: 
Case study: Acquisition of P/C Insurer from the CEE Region 

In the appendix, v,e extend the paper by a discussion of the acquisition valuation process of a 
P/C Insurer from the CEE region. It is dentonstraled on an illustrative case study. The 
organization ~s as follows. In the first section, v,e idemi~' se',,eral specifics to be emphasized 
by analysts, v, hich the authors find as Ihe most rele,,ant. We draw the appropriale 
consequences for the given valuation task. Next, we |bllo',s the procedure from the chapter 
5.2 and illustrate the presented valuation approach on a case stud) of the acquisition valuation 
of P/C Insurer from the CEE region. 

1. Specifics of the Valuation Process 

Although the basic valuation principles are the same whate',er insurance compan.', is 
concerned, there are certainly some particular aspects to be taken into consideration ',',hen 
speaking about emerging markets. Here, v,e go out from the thesis that a precise 
identification and anal)sis of all such specifics is of a crucial importance (prerequisite) for the 
correct application of the valuation procedure as introduced throughout the paper. Generally. 
~e  find the following specifics to be taken into account in respect to the valuation procedure 
in emerging markets, as represented by the CEE region. 

I) Economic environment 
First, the changing economic environment is of a key importance. The emerging markets are 
vet3., often characterized by higher inflation, higher currency fluctuations, instability of 
balance of payments, budget deficits etc. Any instability must be reflected in the mainly 
count~, risk premium as a pan of Cost of Capital"'. 

2) Legal environment 
The legal environment is also de',eloping ve~, quickly in these countries. It concerns of both 
commercial te.g. commercial code) and insurance law (e.g. state regulation, ne,,s definitions 
of insurance contract). It is just the stabilny of the legal and institutional frame'.~,ork (e.g. the 
level of enforceabilit~ of Ihe law) that subslanliall) affects the intlow of foreign investments 
into emerging markets. Thus, the legal and institutional environment plays an important role 
in the acquisition strategies. 

3) Political risk 
This aspect is closel) connected to the previous one. It =s obvious thai the amount of political 
uncertainty also affects the setting of an appropriate discount rate (CoCI. 

Remark: With regard to the CEE region we must point out the continuing approaching of the 
local economies to the EU level (expected access in 2004) m all abo',e-mentioned aspects 
(economical, legal and political stab)lit', ) 

4) Capital markets 
The standard allocation and pricing functions of capital markets is still being established. 
Capital markets are characterized by several inefficiencies: information as~mmet~,  lower 
market liquidity, higher transaction costs, and so on. In addition, the role of stock markets is 

'= AS a special case, ~¢ c3n mennon the t aluallorl process in the hlghl~ inllatlonar) ¢conomy 
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substantially underde~,eloped. All these factors affect both the investment importunities for 
insurance companies and the valuation of an in'.estments portfolio. 

5) Underdeveloped insurance markets 
The insurance markets are underdeveloped in the most emerging economies, offering good 
perspectives for high grov..th in the future (e.g. aggressive acquisition polic)). Th+s aspect 
represents very often the leading acqmsilion motive. The product mix ~s usually characterized 
by less amount of liability coverage as compared v.ith properly hnes (predominantly car hull). 
We must also consider the level of market competiti`,eness. There can be sexeral market 
imperfections, v, hereby information asymmetry plays a substantial role The market 
concentration can be also quite large with a l'ex,. "'big market pla)ers'" 

6) Regulation of insurance markels 
The state regulation is characterized b) ongoing standardizalion tprofieienc) of the regulator)' 
staff, regulation standards etc.) 

7) Emciency of PlC Insurance companies 
Generally, the operational part of P~C Insurers is distinguished by less efl'iciency That is the 
reason, x,,h), the acquisition is usually connected with several necessary restructuring steps 
(costs cuttings, reduction of staff etc.}. Consequentl), the combined ratio consists of higher 
portion of expense ratio at the expense of claims ratio than it is usual in the de,,eloped 
markets. Therefore. ~t can be a crucial issue for the cash flov, projection to correcll) estimate 
the speed of the standardization process (decreasing expense rauo + increasing claims ratio). 

8) Accounting standards 
Usually. the credibilit) of information provided by accounting is supposed to be Io,.ser than in 
the developed economies. The anal)sis can ver) often meet `,~ith ver) creati'.e bookkeeping 
',,,hat makes their task more difficult. 

9) QualiB.' of data forcash flow modeling 
The anal) sis can also face with problems concerning the access to correct and rehable data for 
the cash flow projection. The historical time series, if available, are ver), onen spoiled due to 
all the changes in the external environment. Therefore, the information sources must focus 
rather on an ex-ante (expectation-based) approach than on the anal)sis of historical data. 

In summar')', the acquisition valuation process in emerging markets can be 'characterized by 
higher uncertainty in all significant ~.ariables (external environment.' insurance market, 
company's specifics). On the other hand, there are large growtli perspectives and other 
strategic opportunities. 

The o,.er.,iev, of all relevant factors including the corresponding consequences for ',aluation 
procedure is recapitulated on the following table (F~gure 9). Some of them v.ill be d~rectly 
considered in the presented case stud) 

| .  

I.I 

Factor Consequence for valuation 
External environment 
Higher lluctuation of key maeroeconomlc CoC determination:.eventually reflection 
variables of inflationao' environment 
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1.2. 
1.3. 

2, 
2.1. 
2.2. 

Institutional and legal framework CoC determination 
Continuing approaching to the EU 

Insnrancemarkel 
Underdeveloped ins. market 
State regulation (increasing requirements) 

23 Competitiveness (hig, her concentration) 
3. Insurance companies 
3.1. Lo~,er operational efficienc'. 
3.2. 

3.3. 

3.4. 

35 

• 'Rauos standardization" 

Product mix (dominance of properl', 
products,) 
Cred~tworthmess of accountint~ 
- hidden liabilities 
- "'artificml" business volume 

- creative bookkeeping; 
Reliability and quality of internal data 

Figure 9: Overview of relevant specifics 

2. C a s e  s t u d y  

Increasing economical and legal stabilit,, 
standardization of respective inputs 

Hig, her grov.th rates to be expected 
Uncertain b concerning strenglhening 
(chanl~in~,) rules 
Reflection of the market power 

E.~ cost cuttings 
Higher costs ratio vs. relatively low 
claims ratio; to correctl 3 reflect 
cou~ erg, ence to more standard levels 
Taking into account large risk exposures 
against one product (e.g, car hull) 
NAV determination 
Anal,vsis of rese~'es adequac), 

: Profitabilib' anal',sis of volume-driven 
i business 
Cleanin~ of balance sheet 
CF modeling must be based rather than on 
historical experience on the anal3 sis' 
expectations 

No'.,., '.,.e explore the case stud,,' of an acquisition o fa  PIC Insurer from the CEE region I. In 
the first pan, we begin v.ith the strategic purl ~,shere v.e define the outgoing strategic 
assumptions. The.,. create a general frame~,.ork for the consecuti'.e valuation modeling 
(actuarial / financial part). 
The key emphasis is placed on the proper application of ke3 assumptions, the correct 
reflection all the specifics and the appropriate interpretation of results. We concentrate only 
on se,,eral selected issues (economic adjustments by NAV determination, base case scenario, 
sensltivit3, ana!3sis etc.), s,..hereby some aspects will be omitted or assumed as g~ven. By no 
means, it represents a comprehensive valuation stud). 

2.1. Slralegic Part 

Let us assume that a foreign insurance compan~ is interested in entry into an insurance market 
from the CEE region through the acquisition of already established company. The 
management of the acquiring company specifies the follo'.qng set of strategic inputs, which 
corresponds to the long-term expectations. The inputs provided b) management can be 
divided into the follo'.~ ing areas. 

I. Economic environment 

' we do nol specil'y an~ panr.:ular country. Hov.e,.er. there can be idenlu'icd se,.eral links to Prague. 
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Because of the general convergence towards the EU economic environment, v.e expect a 
stable economic en',ironment in the long term (GDP growth above the EU le~.el, price 
stabilit), etcA. 

2. Insurance market 
The grov,'lh opportunities of the insurance market are the leading moti',es behind the 
acquisiuon. According to the management, v.e can go out from the assumption that the 
insurance penetration (market premium as % of GDP) should reach the current level of the 
EU of 3% in the long term. 

3. Company specific inputs 

Growth: The strategic target is to increase the current market share of 8,5% (e.o. 2001 I to 
15% m 15 )'ears. More concretel), v,e expect the high-grov, th period during the first 5 )ears. 
After that. v..e suppose the decreasing positi'.e gap betv.een the company and market gro',~th 
rates. It leads to the market share stabilization in the long run. 

Product mix: Slightly increasing share of liability products ~s assumed 

Operational costs: The substantial impro',emenls in the operational pan of the business are 
expected in the middle term Icosts sa', ings, h~gher operational efficiency I. 

Economy of scale: Both the grm~.th abo',e the market le',el and the increasing operational 
efficiency v, dl ha',e positive impacts on the economy of scale. Whereby, the strategic target 
is to push do~,. n the current expense ratio of 33% to the desired level of 25% in the long term. 

Claims development:  The hardening market competition leads to the increasing clmms ratio 
in the long run up to 75-77%. 

In addition, management addresses the following issues: 

I) What are the lower and upper boundaries for the acquisition value iser,.ing as a base for 
the negotiations ~'? 

2) ~ hat are the ke) value dri',ers? 
3) What are the main uncerlamties and risks inherent in the acquisition "~ 
4) What happens i f  the strategic assumptions about market and company growth ~,.ill not be 

accomplished ~ 
5) Hov, v, ould look like the v, orst-case scenario.'? 

2.2. Valuation Modeling (Actuarial / Financial Part) 

Based on the set of  strategic assumptions, the actuaries and financial anal)sts must construct 
the appropriate ,.aluation model That v, ill- be based on the EVA-based valuation approach in 
the scope as discussed in the paper We assume the fol lowing lechmcal restrictions: 

I ) Task. to determine the ",alue as ofthe end o f  2001 
21 Deterministic modeling 
3) We model the product mix as one ponfolio (product) 
4) We do not consider an.', reinsurance (gross = net,) 
5) Explicitly projected period o f  15 )ears 12002 - 2016) 
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6) Currency" in Mio of local currency 
7) We concentrate exclusively on the economic approach to ~.aluation (for simplicity no 

reserves discounting) 

We deal with the following valuation steps in order to provide management with the sufficient 
support for the negotiations. 

l ) Construction of the base case scenario 
2) Determination of NAV 
3) Cash flow projection 
4) Identification of key value drivers (senslti,.'lLv anal~.sis ~) 
5) Applications of other valuation methods (relative valuation) 
6) Construction of the worst-case scenario 
7) Summar). 

2.2,1. Base Case Scenario 

Under the base case scenario we understand the combination o f  the most probable valuation 
inputs concerning expectations about the future development It serves as an oulgoing base 
for sensitivity testing. Fol lowing equation (5.9), sve begin with the determination o f  NAV.  
After that, we discuss cash f low projection. 

2.2.1.1. Determination of NAV 

Let us assume the opening balance sheet according to CAS as of the end of 2001. as 
illustrated on Figure 10. Our task is to make the appropriate adjustments 2"~ to get the amount 
of NAV according to the economic approach. 

Balance sheet 2001 

Assets 

1 Intangible (ix Goodwill) 
2 Goodwill 
3 Investments 

3,1 Real estate 
3,2 Investment in aff Enterpnses 
3,3 Investments held to maturity 
3 4 Investments available for sales 
3.5 Investments tradable 
3.(~ Others 

4 Receivables 
4.1 on direct insurance 
4.,~ on reinsurance business 
4,2 Olhers 

Economic 
CAS Adjustments approach 

50 
150 

6 213 
246 

0 
3 494 
1 842 

631 
0 

692 
650 

2 
40 

0 5( 
-150 

93 6 30( 
-57 18 c. 

0 
100 3 59z 
50 1 89; 

(] 63 ~ 
(3 

-250 44; 
-25G 40( 

G 
(] 4( 

:: The here presented o'.er,.'ie,.,, can be understood as a rcpresentali'.e sample of adjustmenls the anal)sts can face 
v, ah ',,,hen ',alumg a P'C Insurance compan) from the CEE region In no case. =t co',ers a comprehenslse listing 
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E) AC -10( 298 
6 :)ther assets 14E -5( 98 
7 Deferred tax assets C 20~ 204 

rotal 7 64~ -25." 7 395 

Liabilities 

1 Met asset value (Equity} 1 877 
1.1 Paid in Capital 1 00C 
1.2 ~etained earmngs 73C 
1.3 LJnappropriated profit/accumulated losses 
1.4 Profit / loss of the current year 147 

2+3÷4 Liabilities 5 771 
2 Technical provisions 5 10-" 

2 1 Llneamed premiums reserves 2 18 ¢ . 
2.2 Claim reserves 2 71" 
2 3 Equalisalion reserve 20( 
2.4 Bonus Reserve 
2.5 Other underwdtm,q fund and prowsions 

3 Other provlsions/llability 66[ 
4 Deferred tax l iabil i t ies 

Total 7 64 

-45." 1 424 
1 00C 

-45" 277 
C 

147 
20( 5 971 
20( 5 303 
10( 2 28 c . 
30( 3 014 

-20( C 
£ 

0 66E 
0 

-253 7 39. = 

Figure i0: Determination of NAV - from s ta tutory accounting to economic approach 

Explanation to adjustments 

Assets: 
Row 2: Elimination of goody, ill (goodwill will be considered as a part of MVA within cash 

flow projection). 
Row 3. I : Real estate uas  overestimated according to statuto D' accounting (best estimate). 
Row 3.3: Since fixed income was carried at purchase '~alues net of unrealized losses, we 

proceed the re',aluation following market prices (hidden rese~es). 
Row 3.4: Since fixed income gas  carried at purchase ~alues net of unrealized losses, we 

proceed the revaluation following market prices (hidden rese~'es) 
Row 4. I: The company holds a large amount of outstanding recei,, ables from direct insurance. 

Whereby the anal',sts are convinced (based on the credit risk analysis) that the 
created accounting adjustments to receivables are substantially underestimated. This 
adjustment decreases net amount of receivables. 

Ro'.~, 5: The company capitalized some items of marketing expenses in the past. Since no 
substantial impact on future business has been proved, we exclude these items from 
DAC and charge them directl.', against NAV. 

Roy, 6: This adjustment corresponds to the balance sheet cleaning (deferrals etc.). 

Liabilities: 
Roy, 2.1" Reflection of premium deficiencies. There are still man.,, unprofitable policies in 

the compan) portfolio as a result of the former strateg2, pushing the business volume 
al the expense of profltabilit.',. 

Ros~ 2.2: Best estimate of claims reserves (for the sake of simplicity no reserves discounting). 
The analysis of claims rese~'es adequacy has revealed some deficiencies. 
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Rov, 2.3: Elimination of equalization reserve [according to economic approach does not 
represent a particular liability). 

Tax effects: 
Row 7" Tax impacts from all above listed adjustments (statutory tax rate of 31% is applied). 

NAV change: 
Row 1.4" If ,xe sum all the adjustments including the tax impacts, then v,e get the amount of 

change in NAV. 

Conclusion: 
Following the economic approach, ~,.e determined the amount of NAV at I 424 Mio as of the 
end of 200l. What ~s important, this amount is sufficiently above statutor? solvenc,, 
requirements (above 30% of v.ritten premium as compared with statutory requirement of 
approx. 22%) and in line '.,.ith risk capital concept [additional assumption). Therefore, no 
capital injection is necessar3.'. Although we ',',ere "~ery conservative concerning some items 
(e.g. deferrals, cleaning of balance sheet, premium deficiencies), there is still some amount of 
uncertainty left: 

• The appropriateness of adjustments to receivables (no data for a reliable analysis 
a,.ailable) 

• Claims reserves adequacy (too short time series in order to proceed a more reliable 
analysis ofclatms reserves adequacv') 

If we considered these uncertainties, than the worst case scenario ,.,.ould drop the estimated 
NAV b) additional cca. 300 mio. 

2.2.1.2. Cash Flow Modeling 

Based on the set of strategic assumptions, we can summarize the following inputs to cash 
flow modeling, ~,.hich determine the base case scenario. 

A. Macroeconomic faclors 
Since the gi,.en econom) has reached the stabd~t,, in all relevant economtc ~.ariables recentl', 
(inflation rate, interest rates and so on), we do not expect an',' dramatic movements m this 
respect. That is the reason. ,.,.hy we suppose key macroeconomic ,~ariables to be stable in the 
long term, as Follov, s: 
Real growth oFGDP 3,50%. 
Inflation rate 3,00%. 
Risk free rate 4.00%. 

B. Induslr~'-specific factors 
The projected grov, th of the insurance penetration (market premium as a % of GDP) is 
supposed to reach the current level of the EU of 3% in the long term (in 15 .~ ears). Whereb', 
the spread over time is assumed to be linear. In addition, we expect the continuing trends 
tov, ards the higher industr3, eFficienc~ (decreasing e\pense ratios, increasing claims ratios). 

C. Company-specific inputs 
Analyzing all the company-specific factors, we determine the Follov, ing trends in kerr 
variables. 
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C.1. Premium module 
Key Inputs 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
Growth rate of Nr of New business 12,0% 20,0% 16.0% 12.8% 10.2% 

Commentary: Slarl=ng with 2003. we expect a subslanl=al increase of Nr of New business with a 
declin=ng tendency. From 2007. we suppose slable growth of 7.5% 

Key outputs 
Growth rate of premium 9.5% 11.5% 13.2% 13.8% 13.4% 
Market share 8,8% 9.0% 9.4% 9.9% 10.4% 

Commentary: From 2007. we expect the decreasing growth rate (=decreasing gap between market 
and company growth rate). The market share is developm 9 accord~nC..lly 

C.2. Expenses module 
Key inputs 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
Commission rate as % of premium 13.0% 12.7% 12.4% 12.0% 11.7% 
Other acqu=s~tion expenses as % of premium 7.0% 6.8% 6.7% 6.5% 6.3% 
rmprovemenls in operational efficaency (costs savings in 
~io) -14 -32 -32 -9 -~ 

Operational expenses -vanable part (in 2001. 252 m=o) grow in 5ne w=th premium 

Operational expanses - fixed part (in 2001 : 342 mlo) grow in I=ne w~th inflation rate + 1,5% 

r'-ommentary: Higher transparency in commission schemes should push down the overall acquisition 
costs ratio 1o 18% in the long run. Furthermore. we suppose substantial cosls savings in overheads 
',as compared wdh the outgoing base of 2001 ) due to =mproved operational effic=ency dunng the first 5 
ears. 

[ey output 
Expense ratio 33,3% 32,0% 30.6% 29.6% 28.6% 

Commentary: The prolected expense ratio is expected to dramatically decrease at the beginning of 
Lhe projected penod because of both costs sawngs and the effects of economy of scale. The 
:levelopment a=ms at reaching the strategic target of 25% in the long term. 

~ module / 
- -  2002 2003 2004 2005 2006] 
r cla=ms ratio 70.0% 70.0% 70.0% 70.0% 70.0°.t 

/ 
: Since the insurance market is not sl=ll efficient enough, we find projected claims rat=o of I 
as conservahve estimation. From 2007. we expect gradual increase up to 77% in the J 

J!ong term. Furlhermore, we assume the shifts in payoff pattern (longer brae delay) because of i 
lincreasin 9 portion of liability coverage | 

.4. Investments module 
ey inputs 
=sk free rate 
eta 

! 
2002 2003 2004 2005 2001~ 
4.7% 4.8% 4.5% 4.0% 4.0°~ 

I 

100.0% 100.0%o 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%1 
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Market risk premium 5.5% 5.5% 5.5% 5.5% 5.5°~ 
CoC 10,2% 10,3% 10,0% 9,5% 9,5'/, 
Investment yield 6.8% 6.9% 6.6% 6.1% 6.1°/, 

Commentary: Concerning the determlnal=on of CoC, =ts first component - risk free rate is determined 
by YTM on government bond with 10y matuniy. The risk free rate =nclucles country risk S~nce there =s 
no rehable market tnformatLon (from stock market) for determination of nsk premium, we must rely on 
the analysis' assumpt=ons (derived from standard marl(ets) The total =nvestment yield =s determined 
as the weighted average of portfolio structure and the corresponding y~elds on different asset classes 
(derived from nsk free rate + appropriate risk and term prem=ums). From 2007. we keep the same 
assumphons as in 2006. 

Figure I I: Overview of company-specific inputs 

2.2.1.3. Valuation Outputs 

Incorporating all these inputs into the ",aluation model, we get the P&L statement over the 
projected period (see Figure 12). You can see the profitabilit.', de',elopment al the bottom of 
the table, as measured by the gap between ROE and CoC. At the first glance, the 
development seems to be reasonable• The increasing profitabilit', o',er the first 5 years 
corresponds to both successful restructuring steps (cost cunings etc.) and effects of economy 
of scale• The rest of explicitl.s projected period *s affected be the tightening insurance market 
0ncreasing claims ratio), pushing do',~ n ROE shghtl) abo'.'e the rate of CoC in the long term. 
That is in line ~,.*th the management's assumption that the compan,, cannot beat the market 
continuousl) in the long run lefficient market hypothesis) Following this thesis, the 
determination oftenninal  value in the base case scenario go out from the assumption ROE = 
CoC, ','.'hat imphes terminal value to be zero. 
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P & L  S l a t e m e m  
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Figure  12: C a s h  f low projec t ion  - P & L  

A good insight into the value adequacy can provide the value decomposit=on mlo its p.',o main 
components' N A V  and M V A  (see Figure 13) 
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Value decomposition 

t ; 
_1 

1 2 3 • 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

F igu re  13: Va lue  decompos i t i on  

The share of MVA on' the total value accounts for less than 50%. That is based on the 
assumption [hat terminal ~,alue equals zero (ROE = CoC). What happens if ,,,,e relax this 
assumption illustrates Figure 14 (sensitivit', of terminal value on the gap between ROE and 
CoC). 

Valu-e--- 2 N-AV :t.=MVA- . . . . . . . . . .  -2-5~ 2-672;;-8-16 
% change in Value 0.0~ 5.7% t l,4~ 

Net Asset  Value (NAV) t 40E 1 406 1 40( 
Market Value Added  (MVA) 1 121 1 265 1 41t 

;; change I .  MVA 0.0~ 12,9% 25,8',: 
- expl ic i t  cash f lows model l ing (2002.2016) 1 121 1 121 t 121 
- terminal  va lue t 145 2~. 

- * ROE g.5', lo.o~ to.5~ 
- - C o C  g,,5.o 9.5',.[ g.s .', 

- - ~lap ROE vs. CoC o.0~ 0.s'~[ t,o~ 

F igu re  14: Terminal  value determinat ion 

2-9611 31()51-3-25ol 
17.2%1 2Z.g%t 28.6%1 
1 40GI t 4061 1 406! 
1 5541, 1 G991 1 8¢1' 
38,7%1 51.G%1 64.5% 
1 121] 1 1211 1 121 

I '"1 5,,, o 3  
11.0% 11.5%1 12,0'/, 

"~'1 9.5%1 9.5',; 
1.5%t 2.0%1 2.5% | 

The ROE exceeding CoC by I% leads to an increase of MVA by more than 25% (2% would 
lead to an increase of above 50%). Therefore, the procedure how the terminal ~alue is 
determined critically influences the estima.ted value. 

To complete our analysis of base case scenario, it is also useful to deal with key variables and 
ratios, as presented on Figure 15. 
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Figure 15: Overview of  key variables and ratios 

The ratios are divided into the same subcategories as valuation inputs. For instance, we can 
test the adequacy of  premium gro',~,th as a difference between market and compan.~ growth 
rates. The peak is reached in 2005 and after that we follow the steady decline leading to a 
stabilization of  market share in the long run. Concerning the ratios related to expenses, v,'e 
emphasize, besides expense ratio (the strategic target of  25%), the difference ratio bel~,een 
grov~th rate of  premium and growth rate of  total expenses. It can be easil,, interpreted as the 
contribution of  econom.', of  scale. Combined ratio is over the whole projected period around 
100%. Its development is determined by steadily decreasing expense ratio and by increasing 
(from 2007) claims ratio up to 77% in the long run. The changing product mix is patti) 
considered in the increasing asset leverage (because of  increasing reserves ratio}. It leads to 
an increasing tmportance of investmem result as measured as % of  earned premium. The 
profitability de,.elopmem has been already discussed above. 

2.2.1.4. Sensilivily Analysis 

To identify key value drc,,ers, it is worth preceding sensitiv,y anal,,sis "~ith respect to most 
important underlying valuatmn assumptions. 

I. Premium growth rate (economy of scale) 
The expected growth was deduced from both the expected gro',,.ah of  the whole insurance 
market (top-do'.,,n approach) and the compan', gro,.,,th above market level. The magnitude of  
growth has a substantial effect on the achie~,ed econom) of  scale (through the connection to 
the fixed part of  operational expenses). 
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.~hange In Premium growth rate 
Change Value Change In % MVA Change In % 

0.0% 2 527 0.0% 1 121 0.O*/ 
1,0% 2 756 9,0% 1 349 20,4°/ 
2.0% 2 995 18,5% 1 588 41,7"/ 
3.0% 3 245 28,4% 1 839 64,1"1 
4.0% 3 507 38,8% 2 101 87.4°t 
5.0% 3 781 49,6% 2 375 111,9"/ 

-1.0% 2 309 -8,6% 902 -19.5°/ 
-2.0% 2 100 -16,9% 694 -38,10/ 
-3.0% 1 901 -24,8% 494 -55,9*/, 
-4.0% 1 710 -32,3% 304 -72,9*/ 
-5.0% 1 529 -39,5% 122 -89,1'/ 

The interpretation of resuhs is straightfo~ard: 
• If the annual grov, th were by 2% higher over the ",,,hole projected period, the estimated 

MVA would be higher b2r 41.7%. 
• Or alternatively, the less realistic assumption of higher annual premium growth by 5°'o, 

corresponding to market share abo,,e 25% in 2016, v, ould imply the value larger by 
50%. 

• On the other hand, if we supposed the stable market share (= the annual growth Iov, er 
by 4%), the MVA would drop by approximately ~ (compare v, ith the ',~orst case 
scenario 2.2.2). 

The projected premium growth and the le',,el of achieved econom~ of scale substantially, 
impact the estimated value. Hov,'ever, the performed analysis is based on the assumption 
other things being equal. It means that ~,.e neglect some interdependencies (e.g. higher 
growth would probable imply more aggressive acquisition and unde~'.'riting policy). 

Now, we explore tv.o vartable components of combined ratio: claims ratio, and commission 
and other acquisition expenses moo. As previously, v,e suppose no effects on other 
parameters (other things being equal). 

2. Claims ratio 

Change in Claims ratio 
Change Value Change in % MVA Change in % 

0.0% 2 527 0,0% 1 121 0.0% 
0.5% 2 388 -5,5% 981 -12,4°/ 
1.0% 2 248 -11,0% 842 -24,9°/ 
1.5% 2 109 -16,6% 702 -37,3°/ 
2.0% 1 969 -22,1% 563 -49,8°/ 

-0.5% 2 666 5.5% 1 260 12,4°/ 
-1.0% 2 806 11,0% 1 400 24,9*/, 
-1.5% 2 945 16,6% 1 539 37,3°/ 
-2.0% 3 085 22,1% 1 679 49,8*/, 

3. Commission and other acquisilion expenses ratio 
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Ohange in Commission and other acquisition expenses ratio 
Change Value Change In % 

0.0% 2 527 0.0% 
0.5% 2 376 -6,0% 
1.0% 2 224 -12,0% 
1.5% 2 073 -18,0% 
2.0% 1 922 -24,0% 

-0.5% 2 678 6,0% 
.1.0% 2 830 12,0% 
-1.5% 2 981 18,0% 
-2,0% 3 132 24.0% 

MVA Change in % 
1 121 0,0 "/, 

969 -13,5°/` 
818 -27,0°/` 
667 -40,5°/` 
515 -54,0°/, 

1 272 13,5°/, 
1 423 27,0°/, 
1 575 40,5°/, 
1 726 54p0~ 

h is clear that the valuation outputs are critically sensitive on the variable components of 
combined ratio. If v,e compare the sensitivity of both claims and commission and other 
acquisition expenses ratio, changes in claims ratio have smaller impacts due to compensation 
on the investments side (higher claims ratio increases rescues and thus investments income). 

4. Costs of capital  
The determination of an appropriate discount rate is of the central importance in any DCF 
(EVA) based valuation approach. Mainl) in the developing economies we can face wilh the 
problem that there is a large amount of uncertainty, concerning the specification of an 
adequate risk premium. That is the reason, why we explore the sensitivity on CoC (more 
specifically: risk premium), without taking into account other interdependences (e.g. 
investment yield etc.). 

.~hange in Cost of CapItat 
Change Value Change in % MVA Change in % 

0.0% 2 527 0,0% 1 121 0,0°/, 
0,5% 2 344 -7,3% 937 -16,4% 
1,0% 2 173 -14,0% 767 -31,6°/` 
1.5% 2 015 -20,3% 609 -45,7a/` 
2.0% 1 868 -26,1% 462 -58,8% 

-0,5% 2 724 7,8% 1 318 17,6°/, 
-I .0% 2 937 16,2% 1 531 36,6% 
.1,5% 3 167 25,3% 1 760 57,1°A 
-2.0% 3 414 35,1% 2 007 79,1°/` 

We supposed that the whole amount of country risk premium is already included in the risk 
flee rate. Next, the risk premium was set in a standard way. What happens, i f ~ e  assume that 
risk free rate cannot embrace the total countn risk premium, shov, s the table above. For 
instance, the I% increase in risk premium culs the estimated MVA b.', one third. 

5. Risk free ra te  
The change in risk free rate affects in our contemplation both CoC and investments yield. 
The positive effect on investment income is compensated by the opposite effect resulling from 
costs of holding capital and discounting. 

~hange in Risk free rate I 
| Change Value Change in % MVA Change in % 
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0.0% 2 527 0,0% 1 121 0,0% 
0,5% 2 509 -0,7% 1 102 -1,6% 
1,0% 2 483 -1,7% 1 077 -3,9% 
1,5% 2 452 -3,0% 1 046 -6,7% 
2.0% 2 415 -4,4% 1 009 -10,0% 

-0,5% 2 537 0,4% 1 130 0,9% 
-1.0% 2 536 0,4% 1 130 0,8% 
-1,5% 2 525 -0,1% 1 1t8 -0,2% 
-2,0% 2 500 -1,1% 1 093 -2,4% 

You can see that the effect of changed risk 
negligible. Ho',,.ever, v.e completel) overlook 
reserves payoff. 

free rate is due to mentioned compensation 
the relationship with inflation rate and claims 

6. Inveslrnent yield 
Last but not least, we explore the sensitivit3 on investment yield. We suppose changes in 
investment yield without an)' interrelationships and dependencies with other ',ariables (e.g 
risk free rate. respecti,.ely CoC). 

~-hange In Investment yield 
Change Value Change In % MVA Change in % 

0,0% 2 527 0,0% 1 121 0,0% 
0,5% 2 703 7,0% 1 297 15,7% 
1.0% 2 879 13,9% 1 473 31,4% 
1.5% 3 055 20,9% 1 649 47,1% 
2,0% 3 231 27,9% 1 825 62,9% 

-0,5% 2 351 -7,0% 945 -15,7% 
-1,0% 2 175 -13,9% 768 -31,4% 
-1,5% 1 999 -20,9% 592 -47,1% 
-2,0% 1 822 -27,9% 416 -62.9% 

Conclusion: 
We find the mainly growth rates of premium together '.,.ith the achieved level ol'eeonomy 
of scale as the key factors substantially influencing the estimated ~,alue. Furthermore. the 
discount rate (CuC) is of  a key imparlance here. The components of profit margin, as 
represented here by the variable components of combined ratio and the investment yield l no 
dependenoes with CoC assumed), are also very rele~,ant Factors. But we dare to believe that 
under the standard market environment lhe.', tend to be more or less determined b) the 
industD' environment in the middle term. 

2.2.1,5. Application of Relative Valuation (Decomposition of V/P Ratio) 

~e  appl.v the relatb, e valuation uldizing thf analysls or VIP ratio, as d~scussed in Section 
4.4.2, in order to check the reasonabilib and correctness of  the results given b.', the EVA- 
based valuation approach. We proceed in the Following '.,.ay. First, we substitute the inputs 
ulihzed by the EVA-based ',aluation approach into the decomposed relative measure (V'P 
ratio). Next, ,~.e compare the resulting decomposed V,'p ratio ',~ ~th the EVA-based ',aluation. 
We go out From the thesis that if the valuation assuntptions are roughly the same, both 
methods should bring similar results. I f  it is not the case. there must be some discrepancies in 
the ,, alualion assumptions. 
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A) Relative valuation 
Follo'.vmg equation (4.7) and incorporating tax rate, ~e  obtain: 

V,'P = (I / CoC) " [( I - combined ratio) + AL*IY)] ° (I - tax rate). 

The weighted averages over the 15-)ear horizon o f  explicit cash tier, modeling are utilized as 
the respective inputs. 

vg combined ralJo 100.9%] 
vg. IY 6.2%o I 
vg. AL 165.9% I 
vg CoC 9,5~ 

• tax rate 31,0%[ 
- - -A 

IVIP ra-'~o ~ to relative valuation 67~4%~ 

B) EVA-based valuation 
In this case. we relate the eshmated value to the expected premium in t = I. 

[Prem,um <expeme+ ,r, t [] 11 5 O; 1] 

~VIP ~ ~ based valuation ~,4% I 

While the esumated value according to the EVA-based valuation approach corresponds to 
V,,P ratio o f  50,4%, utilizing decomposition we get V/P rat~o of  67.4%. Where does the 
difference come from? 

Obviously, there is a difference m the considered time horizon While the decomposition 
impliotly assumes the infinite horizon (for details see Section 4.4.2), the EVA-based 
' .aluation takes into account the onl) first 15 )ears  o f  e.xplicit cash flov, modeling (terminal 
,.alue is given at zero). To reach the comparabflit.', of  both approaches, '.~e must appl) the 
same assumption concerning the infinite horizon• In our case. it means to calculate the 
terminal value in the EVA-based valuation approach by projecting ROE and CoC into infinite 
tthe average values from cash flo,x modeling are to be applied). 

vg. Diff. raho: ROE vs COC 3.3% 1 
erminal value 959 I 

by terminal value 3486~ 

r~o ~ f  EVA based valuation 69r6°/~ 

Conclusion: 
The V,'P rauo according to relative valuauon yields 67.4%. The corresponding value from the 
EVA-based ',aluation approach extended over the infinite horizon tto insure the consistenc)) 
gi,.es the ',er). similar result el" 69.6%. The comparability o f  both results confirms that the 
,,aluation assumptions ',,.ere applied in the correct ",~a) and there are no logical 
inconsistencies. 
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2.2.2. Worst Case Scenario 

Although the assumptions in the base case scenario, in the mainly underv,'riting part, ~,.ere 
conservati,~e and realistic enough, the sensitivit} anal}sis has disclosed high dependence on 
the premium growth rate and the achieved economy of scale (quite strong assumptions about 
market and company gro~,.th). That is the reason, why management puts the question. '.,.'hat 
happens if  the expected gro,.~,th perspectives will not be accomphshed. 

To anal)ze this issue, we construct the so-called ,',,'orsl-casc scenario. It represents the 
combination of several ad,,erse but still reasonable assumptions, but in no case it represents a 
catastrophic scenario (the emphasis on reasonabilit.,, is here of a key importance). 

2.2.2.1. Delerminalion of NAV 

Recalling Section 2.2 I. I, there are two main uncertain areas in the determination of NAV: 
adjustments to receivables and claims rese~'es adequacy. In the v.orst case. they could reduce 
NAV by 300 mio. Thus, NAV is estimated at I 106 mio,  according to the worst case 
scenario. 

2.2.2.2. Cash Flow Modeling 

We belie'~e that the worst-case scenario should be primarib investigated with regard to the 
strategic assumptions. We ,.,.'ill consider the following adverse development: 

• Lower growth of the insurance market 
Within the projected period the insurance market ,.viii grov. at Iov.er rates. 

• The company's gro,",th in line with the market  
Fast no increase of the market share is expected. We assume very moderate gro,.~ th of 
No. of Ne~, business. 

• Portfolio structure 
The share of hability products ,.,,ill grow more moderately, h imphes the shorter 
pa}off pattern and consequeml) the lower asset leverage as compared vdth the base 
case scenar io.  

• Costs savings 
The space for costs savings through the improved operational efficiency will not be 
achieved to such a large extent as initiall), expected. 

• Economy of scale 
The above aspects imply that the large expectations concerning econom~ of scale ,,,.'ill 
not be fully realized. 

• Olher underwriting and investments assumptions 
All other unde~vriting and investments (including CoC) assumption ,,','ill be Ibr the 
sake of simplicity kept just the same. 

To sum up, the presented worst-case scenario focuses primarily on the ad~,erse development 
on the production and operational side (economy of scale). The other underwriting and 
investments parameters follow the assumptions from the base scenario. Explanation: 

• Just the production and operational expenses (economy of scale) parameters represent 
key strategic inputs, v.hich determine the main objective behind the given acquisition 
strategb' and therefore should be criticall.,, tested under the adverse development 

• On the other hand, underwriting and investments parameters are to a large extent 
determined externall) (b~ insurance markets - hard ~s. soft market, competition, and 
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by financial markets) and are therefore onl) partly influenceable by management. 
Thus. the', are of  a less importance here. To investigate the magnitude of  
underwrmng and investments parameters, we refer to sensiw, it) anal:, sis (2.2.1.4). 

2.2.2.3. Valuation Oulpuls  

'P&L S ~  o r n e r ~  

I 

o,~ , ,~ , , .~ , ,~  o ' -  t o-  ~'" o o: " © o q "~ - ~  
Tord prom b, l f~ l  m 211 ~1 ~ r ,  4'1 ~ ~ ~S ~ ~ ~ ~ 612 (1( ~1 
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Figure 16: P&L - the ,,,orsl case scenario 

According to the worst case scenario, MVA drops by more than 2i3 to 351 mm, as compared 
with the base case scenano. That is explained by lower premium gro',,,lh than would be 
otherv.'ise necessar:' to spread fix costs and to achieve positive contributions of  economy of 
scale. The estimated value of  1457 mio can be understood as the Io'.,.er boundaD for 
negotiations 

2.2.3. S u m m a r y  

Based on the performed valuation analysis, ,,'.'e can come back to the issues arisen by 
management and t,r) to gi',e the appropriate recommendation and conclusions. 
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The base case scenario represents the outgoing base for acquisition negotialions. We do not 
recommend going too much abo~,e this estimated amount. Nevertheless, if v,e considered 
some more optimistic assumptions, for instance concerning the determination of terminal 
~.alue as illustrated on Figure 14, ',,,e could arrive at the upper boundar) .  The Iov, er bounda~'  
is determined by the v,'orst case scenario. 

The key value drivers :  
• Economy of  scale 

o Premium growth 
• Growth o f the  ~.hole insurance market 
• Company grov, th 

o Improvements in the operational efficiency 
• Discount rate as embodied in the assumption about the stable economic and legal 

environment 

This list of  value drivers  corresponds to the main uncertainties inherent in the 
valuation: 

• The stable economic environment, grov, th of  GDP 
• The growth o f  the insurance market 
• The standardization and competiti~.eness of  insurance market 
• The uncertainties inherent in the determined NAV 
• Company grov,'th perspectives 
• Cost cuttings 
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